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State office studies
Lancaster crossing
By Don I-owe
Muiiuging editor
Keconimendations on how t<.
alleviate the Lancaster crosswalk
aroblem have been made by the
Kentucky
Department
of

Highways.

Progress photo/Charles Pendleton

Pain crash

Bonn* Louthan. a senior mus.c education ma,or (rom London, gives the cymbals a -^,y crash wWe pracK«R
.or her I Lr 362 rmiSH educate (or the elementary teacher class The class ft held n the Foster Bu.ld.ng.

Last week, university ('resident
Dr. II. Hanly Funderburk received
a reply from Kentucky Department
Of Highways (KDHl.
Robert K. Capito. stale highway
engineer, responded in a letter to
Funderburk's request that the
highway department conduct a
study of the pedestrian traffic problem at the parking lot and the main
entrance to the university.
Funderburk had also requested an
opinion on the installation of a
pedestrian crosswalk at the intersection on Lancaster Avenue (KY .r>2)
and the student parking Int.
Capito's letter stated. "Our
engineers continue to oppose the
painting of a crosswalk in this area
since it would only give the
pedestrians a false sense of security and would not necessarily be
heeded by motorists."
The study also spoke against the
installation of a traffic light.
"Due to the close proximity of the
traffic signal at Barnes Mill Road,
it was determined that an intolerable traffic problem would
develop if traffic signals were installed at this location." the letter
stated.
Funderburk explained the recommendation by saying. "The location
of the lights are so close together
h.n back-up ol trallic would push
:ars to the other lights.
Also contained in the letter were
the findings of the study of the frequency and type of accidents that
occur in the area.
From Jan. I. 1983. to Nov. 30.
1984. the state found that two
pedestrians were involved in accidents during the 23-month period.
However, both of the accidents took
place at the intersection of of Lancaster and Crabbe Street.
The stuck also said 1ft right-angle
type accidents occurred during the
.mil' period all without injury.
According to the study, almost all
of the accidents occurred when
motorists attempted to turn left onto Lancaster.

Capito also said in order to
eliminate the accident problem his
engineers recommend that "traffic
exiting from the parking lot be
restricted to right turns only and
that a sign he installed at the exit
to indicate this restriction."
In a telephone interview. Capito
said. "I have nothing to add.
"I suggest you (the university)
follow the recommendations made
in the letter."
Funderburk said the problem is u
continuing one that "we're all con-

cerned about "
"The problem was pointed mil to
me early in my administration lie
said. "Dr. Powell was also concern
ed with it. We'll have to lake some
action as soon as possible."
Me also said the recommendal Ions
made by the highway department
have been [Missed on to Dr. Doug
Whillock. executive assistant to t he
president, and William Sexton, vice
president of business uffairs.
Whillock said a separate request
(See CROSSWALK. Back I'agel

Merit pay decision
gets mixed reaction
of the mass communications
By Lisa Frost
department nor Dr. Sanfonl Jones,
Editor
chairman of the biological sciences
Faculty reaction to university
program strictly used acrosstInpresident
Dr.
H.
Hanly
board raises, but some of their
Funderburk's decision to use merit
faculty members received higher
as a factor in determining salary
amounts of merit increase pay than
increments was mixed.
others.
Some chairmen were unsure how
Kleine said he based his decision
they were going to going to
on several factors.
determine meril. others were unsure
"In part merit pay was based on
how to divided the 1.5 percent
the application the faculty
allot ed for it and some were very
submitted on the things they have
sure of their plan.
accomplished over the year. I n part
The decisions have now been
it was based on my perception of
made and need only the approval of
them based on their meritorious
the Board of Regents.
service over the years." he said.
In some cases no one in a
Kleine said last month he had
department received a merit
hoped to use merit pay to bring t he
increase, only the 3 percent acrossindividual faculty member's salaries
the-board raise, and in some the
within the department in line with
merit increase was above 1.5
•others of equal rank and service, in
percent.
some cases.
Dr. Mary Sees, chairman of the
He said he was able to accomplish
baccalaureate degree nursing
this in part, but he still fell some
department, gave only the 3 percent
salaries were still too unequal.
across-the-board raises.
"Everyone got raises but some
She said last month she believed
got more than others.
.') percent was "nominal enough."
"In order to bring salaries in line
Plus, this year her department
some got more than a 1.5 percent
faculty had already expected an
increase. And some got less "
increase of 3 percent.
"They all worked hard and they
Sees stood by her decision.
all deserved raises." he said.
"I already had my proposal
Kleine said the amount of money
written when I talked (to the
to be allotted was so small that it
Progress) last month," she said.
"One point five percent is too was difficult to award a proper merit
raise to one person without taking
small to use as a merit increase."
Neither Dr. (ilen Kleine. chairman
(See MF.RIT. Back Pagel

Governor concerned with priority setting for education
Kentucky stands to lose an
estimated $53 million for various
programs affecting higher education
if President Reagan's proposed
fiscal year 1986 federal budget is
adopted.

In January Oov. Martha Layne
Collins started a series of forums on
education. These community-based
sessions focused mainly on the problems facing elementary and secondary education.
In an attempt to find out the
governor's intention toward higher
education. The Eastern Progress
posed a series of questions to the
governor which she responded to in
writing.

What are the problems facing
higher education today?
Higher education, like all of
education, is facing fiscal as well as
academic
difficulties.
The
significant amount of deferred
maintenance and out-of-date
equipment on our campuses is just
one reflection of the dwindling funds
available for higher education.
We have not been able to keep
pace with our past investments and

Martha Layne Collins
are now seeing the effects. Yet
funding for higher education is not
likely to increase materially either
at the state or federal level.

How will funding be considered in
the overall picture?
Barring any unforeseeable state
level crisis that may arise, it is likely
that the formula-use policy
established by the Council on
Higher Education will again be used
to equitably distribute limited
General Fund dollars among the
public institutions.
Because it is imperative that we
reform our elementary ad secondary
educational system, I am not able
to project significant enhancement
of the higher education budget for
the next biennium.
I believe that the higher education
community concurs in my placing
an
immediate
priority
on
elementary
and
secondary
education. Should additional funds

become available, the needs of
higher
education
will
be
reevaluated.
What can be done about
employee/faculty salaries?
Let me first say that it is the job
of state government to set overall
[iriorities and attempt to adequate
y support the overall needs of the
Commonwealth, whereas, faculty
salaries should be set by council and
institutional policies.
It is unfortunate when the
legislature feels that it is necessary
to place a 2 to 3 percent cap on faculty salary increases as was done in
the last session.
The presidents of our institutions
of higher education are best able to
address the specific salaries on their
campuses and how to budget scarce
resources to meet these individual
allocations.

higher education that exists today
is serving well the intended purposes for which it was originally
designed.
Kentucky's universities and
community colleges are providing
sound education opportunities for
students. They also meet many
public service and research needs in
the Commonwealth.

Periscope
/
University
geologist
helped map the state of
Kentucky. See story-. Page"
5.

It is no secret that my major
education priority is improvement
of the public schools. I am confident
that the progress we are making in
the public schools will eventually
improve higher education.
We must provide an environment
for our primary and secondary
students to achieve their greatest
(See COLLINS. Bach Pagel
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What is your overall opinion of
higher education today?
Generally speaking, the system of

In university lots

Car thefts exceed $20,000
ding to Tom Lindcfuist, director of
By Don Lowe
the Division of Public Safety.
Managing editor
Over $20,000 worth of damage
According to figures compiled
ind theft of automobiles has
from 28 (including today's) "Police
jeeurred to university students'
Beat" column in The Eastern Pro:ars while parked in university lots gress, the total amount of stolen
items from automobiles is
-his academic year.
Half of that total results from the $8,420.80. Only 44 of those in" theft of Frank Brown Jr.'s car on cidents reported a cash value.
There were, however, numerous
March 28.
Brown's car was parked in the other reports in which no value
EUendale Hall Parking Lot before estimate was given.
This compares to a total of $7,459
the theft.
Brown, a Richmond resident, was and 52 thefts in 1982-83 and $8,436
the owner of a beige 1980 Cadillac and 49 thefts in 1983-84.
Of the 44 reporting this year prosedan Seville, valued at $11,000.
The Division of Public Safety perty value. 13 thefts were car
would not release information con- stereo systems (not including
cerning the case because it is still speakers or 'accessories) totaling
$3,263.
under inv stitgation.
Following that were 10 reports of
Brown's case, however, is one of
stolen sets of hubcaps valued at
the more unusual cases.
The majority of stolen items from $2,013.50.
Seven sets of stereo speakers
university parking lots are parts of
the cars that can be removed, accor- valued at $1,427 were also reported

for the period.
Car louvers, batteries, citizen ban
radios, radar detectors and other
miscellaneous items
totaled
$1,717.30 for 15 separate thefts.
Thefts were a major problem for
automobiles but vandalism was also
a concern.
Over the past year, $589 worth of
damage was done to automobiles.
Thirty-eight cases were reported
and only four cases included a
damage estimate. One of these totaled $300.
This compares to $858 and 23
reports in 1982-83 and S2.876 and
38 reports in 1983-84.
When asked about the number of
thefts and damage reports, Lindquist said the problem does not exist in an isolated area.
"The problem has not been
limited to just one lot," said Lindquist. "Alumni Coliseum may have
(Sec CAR, Page 15)

If I had a hammer

Progress photo/Sean Elkins

Carlos Herd, a senior geology major <'om Berea. gathers samples for his sedimentology (lass
,<J
Irvine to do field' work earlier this week

fhe

lass went

2
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Perspective
Thefts
in lots
must end

117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond. Ky. 40475
(606) 622-1872
Lisa Frost
Don Lowe
David Knuckles

Editor
Managing editor
Staff artist

Candidates
deserve votes

For the second year in a row committee, the curriculum
the candidates for Student committee for the College of
Association president and vice Social and Behaviorial Sciences,
the Council on Student Affairs
president run unopposed.
The university has 14,000 and several others.
students and only two seem to
Lambers is an all-A's student
care enough to be leaders.
serving as a student senator, is
It is sad and ridiculous that so a member of the Council on
' few would want to run. but Ken Academic Affairs, a KISL
Kearns and Donna Lambers delegate, a member of the parish
deserve everyone else's support. council at the Catholic Newman
Student
Association Centerand a member of Lambda
president is a nice position to Sigma and Gamma Beta Phi
have.
honor societies.
It means leadership in the
These students are involved,
Student Senate, a seat on the knowledgable and far from
Board of Regents, a position apathetic.
with
several
university
They have already given 100
committees, often the respect of percent of themselves to
many students and fairly easy improving the university and
admittance
into
any themselves. There is no doubt
administrative office on they will continue.
campus.
Give support to the two
It really is the best chance for -indents who are willing to
a student to get the things done speak for you and are willing to
he wishes were done.
try to get things done.
This seems to be Kearns and
Lambers opinion, too.
They have stepped forward to
be the new leaders. They were
prepared to fight for it.
When spring finally hits, you can
And although they are tell.
running alone, the rest of the
Not just by the green grass or the
students should not be so students wearing shorts to class but
apathetic they do not give them by the way many of us discover new
their support.
love.
As fresh and as exhilarating as
Both are active students.
Kearns served as a legislative the days of spring are so are the litthat tell you "Hey. I m fallintern during the 1984 session of tle signs
1
the
Kentucky
General inn i* love."
That anxious feeling you get when
Assembly. This summer he will
you
see the latest victim.
work for Congressman Larry
The signs are all there. Sweaty
Hopkins in Washington. D.C.
palms, butterflies in the stomach
Kearns has also served as and nailbiting.
president of the Residence Hall
Yes, spring and new love have
Association and Keene Hall quite a bit in common.
Spring is a new beginning for the
Council.
He has participated in the flowers and the trees and everything
Kentucky Intercollegiate State else in nature.
New love brings about that same
Legislature for four years
including serving as last year's new hope and freshness.
It brings the ability to start again
lieutenant governor.
and do it right this time. ,
Currently he is governor of
Discovering it can be as rewarKISL.
ding as watching baby take his first
He has spent two years on steps or the birth of an animal.
University Center Board, served
There's a certain feeling of
on the student advisory board fulfillment.
It is down right fantastic. Isn't it?
to the presidential search

No backtalk kid. Just hold your foot one inch from the bumper.

The Prokress's Police Beat
column regularly lists thefts
from cars in university parking
lots. Every week there are
reports of stolen radios,
batteries or something left in
the cars.
Something has to be done
about this.
If it is the fault of the
students who park in the lots
fault or the fault of the security
in the area, something more will
have to be done to curb or stop
these increasing thefts.
Students should always lock
their doors, roll up the windows
and take any valuables.
They may also want to
remove the radios from their car
and chain down the hood.
Security already has patrols
through the lot, but are these
patrols thorough enough?
Perhaps patrols should be
made more often or perhaps
there should be a guard en the
lot all night long.
Perhaps all day long. too.
There is no telling when all these
thefts have time to occur.
Students must park in these
lots and they do need their cars.
Since the lot must be used, is
it too much to ask for additional
protection?
If those people who are taking
things from the cars know they
can get away with it, it will only
continue to get worse.

Spring sprouts season of new loves

Corrections
In last week's issue Dr. Paul
Motley was incorrectly identified.
He is a professor of physical
education.
Due to an editing error in last
week's issue of the Progress a story
about the university's bowling team
should have had the following
information attributed to Perry
l.ipker. a member of the team.
"The $172.80 (tl.e cost of bowling
twice • week for a year) does not
include the S10 for dues and the
expenses incurred for attending the
various tournaments.
"To help pay for the added
expenses,.the group raided off a

bowling ball, and the winner was
allowed to pick the bowling ball of
his choice."
Lipker said for the remainder of
the semester the group will be
meeting Monday nights.
in a story about the geology club
last week the following should have
been attributed to Monica Pearce,
the president of the organization.
The club sponsors a men's
intramural basketball team, the
Leucocratks. It won one game.
The club has 30 members and it
is financed through fundraisers and
fees, which are are S3 per semester
or $5 for two semesters.
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Those who enjoy, cherish and will
It is so great discovering the per- over the phone when they want to
always remember that first smile
son's favorite things.
impress you can be entertaining.
And all of the things you have in
when the dimples showed or the
It's all brand new to you.
common.
first blush when something
You're like a kid in a candy store einabrassing was said are the ones
Kven going out to eat at a fast
and
you're
loving
every
minute
of
it.
food place can be a marvelous
who will always enjoy love.
New love is great.
experience.
They are the ones who can apGreat for the soul and some peo- preciate the best part of a
. The first touch of their hand over
a Big Mac is just breathtaking.
ple can even keep thai kind of ex- relationship- the little things.
citement and thrill throughout their
■ Silly right? .
The note on the mirror or the card
Well. I would be willing to bet relationship.
for no special reason are very
that
most
people
remember
things
I think those are the ones that important.
Don Lowe
like that whether they like to admit really last.
New love in the spring is the time
it or not.
The ones where you never stop
How special it is when the intense
And first phone calls are always discovering the person and you or romance and the little thingsthe ones that truly count.
moment of the first kiss arrives and fun.
then is over.
Finding out what they sound like never want to stop either.

Reflections

s

In other words

"4|
:■

Regents talked,
but didn't answer

For me. the most salient incident
occurred when I asked the Regents
if it didn't bother them, embarrass
them, this slap in the face of the
faculty by asking them to suffer
such greed as to take half of the coat
of living raise of a colleague. As I
sat down after asking the question
Regent Stratum looked at me.
grinned, shook his head from side to
side and formed an inaudible no on
his lips. This act was indicative of
a lack of sensitivity on his part and
it is just that kind of insensitivity
that has placed public education in
ids present dilemma.
Finally, I came away from the
meeting with the belief that the
Board of Regents is controlled by a
faction so inured with politics and
the estheticizing of politics that
they are blinded to the greater need
of creating an atmosphere whereby
tne real and immediate process of
education "an take place.
Amoi
first things a teacher
learns a
.at high morale and a
belief tha. uie process of learning
can take place is of utmost
importance and that excellence is its
own raison d'etre.

May I present a view of the
Regents'Faculty Symposium of
Tuesday. March 26 much different
than that of Lisa Frost's article in
the March 28 edition of The Eastern
Progress.
Dialogue is always better than not
communicating if for no other
reason than allowing each party to
know where the other is coming
from, to use the vernacular. The
trick, of course, is determining
exactly where the other is coming
from. This determination is made
not so much by what is said but
rather by the general attitude and
context, and by what happens as a
result of what is said.
I, too. was impressed that the
Regents were very supportative of
every idea and statement the
faculty offered except the
substansive one. ie.. why take away
half of a paltry three percent cost of
living raise promised a year ago by
the legislature; out of what
necessity was this done? From my
point of view this very substansive
question was neither answered nor
Phillip H. Harris
given much attention by the Board
professor of art
of Regents.
I raise the question to the level of
substansive not because of the few
dollars it would mean to the faculty
but because I agree with Dr. Klaus Letter writer
Heberle in that the cut does not
serve the cause of merit but
becomes a demerit; taking from a
In its editorial of April 4th. The
faculty member half of his cost of Eastern Progress applauded the
living raise which is five percent spirit of communication currently
below the actual cost of living being demonstrated on our campus
and the need for continual dialogue
increase.
The only attempts to address this between all the constituencies
our
university
question at all were some rather comprising
redundant and oblique references by community.
Regent Keith when he said that the
These positive observations were
Board of Regents were not there to refreshing to read, and that last
do the job of the President. I took phrase "keep talking" really
this to imply that the cut was the captured the essence of what is
decision of the President and the being achieved. Unfortunately,
Board of Kegents simply though, the very antithesis of this
acquiesced. There were some sentiment was displayed in a letter
remarks from the Board about how at the bottom of the same editorial
the Legislature was to blame for the P*p- ,
This letter was an indictment of
three-percent cap on raises but the
faculty had been aware of for over the Library in which biased
issumptions were only exceeded by
a year.

failed to communicate

distortion and innuendo The writer
of the letter noticed "a cart full of
bound books" being thrown into a
garbage truck on Saturday, March
23rd and thereupon concluded that
the Library is, and was, engaged in
the systematic destruction of books
purchased with tax dollars.
He knew nothing about the
physical condition or even the title'
of these items.
Without bothering to direct any
query
to
the
Library
Administration,
without
attempting to gather any facts to
support his hypothesis, this
individual launched an emotional
attack upon the "so called
caretakers of these books."
For the record, it should be known
that the volumes discarded that day
were an old (1930-1976) file of
Publishers' Weekly which were not
requested when offered to the
faculty via a recent letter to the*
chairs. These items were working
took, now out-of-date, with the
information they contained
available elsewhere.

Normally, when disposing of
books/periodicals withdrawn from
the collection, we try to trade our
materials for items held by another
state agency, or we will exchange
them for credit vochers, or. as was
done last year with our bound
periodicals, we put them out on bid
for sale to the highest bidder (The
Wildlife Journal was sold at this
time).
Procedurally. usable, unmutilated
volumes are not thrown away!
With all our emphasis upon
communication, it is a travesty
when a faculty member not a
student, mind you) forgets that
communication means talking to
people. We have phones, we have
doors that open, and we have campus mail service. It is unfortunate
that our letter-writer did not take
the time to obtain some facts before
complaining about the Library's
fancied iniquities.
Ernest E. Weyhrauch
Dean, Libraries and Learning
Resources

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to write a let
ter to the editor on any topic.
Letters submitted for publica
tion should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
address.and telephone number of
the author.
Letters must contain the
author's orginal signature. Carbons, photocopies and letters with
illegible signatures will not be
accepted.
Letters that are unsigned will
not be accepted.
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication, however grammar
and punctuation will not be
corrected
The Eastern Progress asms) its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libelous or in poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any letter.
Letters should be typed and

double-spaced. They should also
be no longer than 250 words
(about one and one half typed
pages).
The Progress also provides
readers with the opportunity to
express more detailed opinions in
a column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editorial that does or
does not c- nform with the views
of this newspaper. Those interested in writing a "Your turn
should contact the newspaper
before submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Progress.
117 Donovan Annex. Eastern
Kentucky University. 40475. It is
located behind Model School.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is the
Tuesday, at noon, preceding the
date.of Thursday publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

rhe

Lake would mean progress
By Phillip Bowling
Phillip Bowling is a freshman maI-exington, heart of the Bluegrass
joring
in journalism and a Progress
and home of the 1985 NCAA Final
staff writer
Four, recently became conscious of
its outward appearance. This sprucing up of the downtown has allow comes the chemical spills, factory
ed many new ideas to emerge.
waste disposal and general
While in the middle of preparing pollution.
Maybe Lexington does have an
to warmly greet Americans during
the NCAA tournament. Lexington idea. If you were not "born" with it.
has been approached with a reality make it yourself in a more perfected
of what it has not: a waterway near manner. By building a lake.
downtown. The only water that Lexington would know what was
visibly runs through the downtown going into it.
Furthermore, by being located on
area now is that coming through the
metal pipes and concrete steps at the proposed West Main Street
location, no factories or sewage
Triangle Park on Broadway.
Why not get out the shovels and plants could use it as a waste dump.
dig ourselves a lake downtown? Maybe the fish and ducks would
After all. look at all the major have an ideal place to migrate.
Although Lexington's city
cities in the U.S. Many of these
cities do indeed have waterways government officials think the idea
is generally a good one. Mayor
going through town.
Hey. a waterway is great unless Scot t v Baesler put an end to any
you look at some of our nearby hope of the city backing the project.
Haesler announced March 26 that
waterway-cities. Louisville and
Cincinnati (for that matter, any city if any lake were to be developed in
along the Ohio River) both have the the downtown area, it would be
grand Ohio to call its own. However, privately financed.
Granted, the city has many
along with the fun of the water

important la;»k.s to overcome, but
why not continue the recent swing
of beautifying I^xington?
Why can't you allow the city to
lake the initiative and get the bull
of wax rolling. Mayor Haesler?
What would taking the first step
hurt?
The 11 acre project could feasibly
seek private corporation donations
after limited government backing.
If the city could offer a five percent
initial backing, a confidence that
I^exington would benefit could be
seen by businesses located in the
city.
Needless to say. businesses
located within the city want a town
which can be flaunted to visiting
clients.
Who knows, maybe the Final
Four will return to Lexington in 10
years. Wouldn t a lake really
impress visitors?
Hey. maybe the (jueen of England
will give us an encore visit. This
time instead of rolling out the red
carpet, we could show her how
contemporary our downtown area
is.

Maybe another movie crew will
settle down for a while in the
!<exington area. Better yet if the
presidential debate would give
Lexington a chance.
Come on. if we can stop
everything, bring out the cleaning
crews und put a rush on
beautihcation fo' VIPs. can't we try
to do something for John and Jane
Ooe who have lived in l^-xington for
nearly 25 years? After all. they live
here all year long and see Lexington
on a daily basis.
I ninK ol how nice it would be to
drive through the downtown area
and notice a lake. The lake would
nave ;i jogging path, a bridge
connected island, fish and cute little ducks Wait there are people
fishing and swimming in the water!
Oh well. Mayor Baesler is right.
Nothing so nice will ever exist
successfully in a city hidden in the
hackhills of Kentucky. The people
would probably get out their
bathing suits and fishing poles
playing havoc on such a ludicrous
attempt of modernization.

I SAVINGS GOOD
THRU TUES
I APRIL 9 19S5

SWIPH

Mike Marsee sophomore majoring
in journalism and a Progress staff
writer.
Championship Series from five
games to seven, pushing the
season's end toward Halloween.
Of course, the recent NCAA
Championship, held in a nearby
town, did not go without a good deal
of media attention. Lexington is
crippled from bending over
backwards for the Final Four, and
thanks to a local television station
and the press, we know every move
they made.
Granted, the city did a good job
in hosting the tournament, and they
should be proud. But aren't vou a
little tired of reading about who
handed out brochures and bourbon
balls at the airport or seeing Joe Fan
interviewed in a hotel bar?
While the MX missile was being
debated in Congress and an Army
officer was killed in East Germany,
the Lexington Herald-I^ader ran at
least one basketball-related story on
its front page for 14 straight days
between March 21 and April 3.
If one read all the special sections
and watched all the updates, he
would be in danger of missing the"
games themselves.
Because of the media's eternal
search for a hero, anyone filling the
bill is regarded as a saint by the
media. Jim Valvano and Lorenzo
Charles became instant celebrities
after North Carolina State's upset
win in the 1983 NCAA title game.

The list of overnight superstars in
sports grows almost every day.
The major fault of the hype
connected with an event is the
pressure it puts on players and
coaches. Those who are paid to play
still get a check, win or lose, but
those in high school and college who
may have never experienced such
pressure may crack under the
strain.
Exploring every angle of an event
to stress its importance may or may

not sell papers or attract more
viewers. It does, however, give a
strong desire to win and often
brings new meaning to the term
"crushing defeat."
Before the media coverage
becomes bigger than the event, we
should remember that it is still
sports. It's still a step away from
the real world where people lie and
cheat and kill for a dollar or a little
power.
Let's keep it that way.
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Carrie A. May is a senior major<"* «« journalism and a Progress
staff writer.
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s<, the
blame is not a one-sided thing,
A friend named ICKY can save a
pedestrian's life and also the life of
a driver.
ICKY (Impatience Can Kill You)
should stay in the back of the
pedestrian's and the driver's mind
jjj^g

«£2»X JCKY when you don't

The answer: too many to count. wan to *■* for,° car to P-" bv «
__ don t want to walk an extra two feet
Driving and sometimes even t0 a crogswaJk
walking on campus te.beeom.ng
^
when
□mi, muy *•
wajjl across tne street
Drivers disobey the posted speed
limits, pay no attention to
Whichever way you put it. the
crosswalks and put pedestrians in «*« tw0 " l^ "MJu,?*"..lt taJies
r
. _. danger.
J „.,■»■>,
to obey' "J"
posted speed
constant
"™j: limits,
., stop
signs and crosswalks could save
But pedestrians take wild chances your iife or SOmeone else's,
by walking out in front of cars
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ICKY thoughts
may save lives
By Carrie A. May
A car is a dangerous piece of
machinery.
Actually, it's not the car that is
dangerous but the person behind
the wheel.
Every time you get behind the
wheel you take responsibility for
your life and the lives of others in
your own hands. This responsibility
should not be taken lightly.
How many times a day do people

'C

drug stores

Hype grows more than sports
By Mike Marsee
The word "hype" is nowhere to be
found in Webster's New World
dictionary, but in the new world of
big-time sports, it's heard more
often than play ball."
Hype, which can also be described
as over-promotion, has been on the
increase at major sporting events
for several years. It occurs in the
press and in the broadcast media. 11
is slowly taking over America's
major sports.
One example of hype in a sporting
event surrounds the National
Football League's Super Bowl. The
two-week interval between the last
playoff game and the Super Bowl
certainly wasn't created to let the
players rest. They can't rest because
they are constantly talking to the
media.
The hype and hoopla surrounding
the big game proved to be bigger
than the game itself at Super Bowl
XVIII. the 1984 Raiders Redskins
clash.
Television controls sports in its
own way, too. Game times are
constantly being shuffled to provide
prime-time coverage.
Dates of games also fall under the
controlling hand of the networks.
Had baseball's Chicago Cubs played
in the 1984 World Series, they could
have been robbed of one home game
because their field has no lights
which would allow them to play in
prime time.
The
television
also
has
considerable interest in a current
proposal to expand the League
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Hunter finds
eternal peace
Acorn tried to ward off the stares
of the nurse. But the obese woman
My turn
would not let up.
Acorn asked to be alone.
In the silence of the room he
reflected on all that had happened.
He thought of guns and blood. Of
his friend who shot him and came
back to explain why.
He wondered if his friend had ever
really been in the hospital room.
Alan White
A month and a half after wheeling
into the hospital. Acorn found I
himself on his way home.
touched its soft petals like making
The attendants carried him to his contacl for the first time with
upstairs liedroom where months of anything human or meaningful.
rehabilitation would soon follow.
He carried the plant over to the
Acorn's mother had lined the window and placed the lip of the pot
window sill of his room with flowers against the glass. He collapsed to
\othing fancy, just a few potted the ground next to the window and
plants.
the plant.
Since he had nothing to look at
The fall left him dizzy. But Acorn
but four walls and a television. stared as the water dripped into the
Acorn became fascinated with the pot and revived his friend. At first
flowers.
the water just rolled over the boneThe room he was in was just too dry dirt. But after about 10 drops
dead. The flowers were something and a couple of gushes, the soil
he could watch grow. They would began to absorb some of water.
change day by day and offer
A smile came across his face at
something to look forward to each the sight of the watering of the
day.
plant. The plant would live. Acorn
The flowers were pretty. Acorn looked back at the other plants but
studied them intently. He knew could not get up the energy to save
each day if there was a change in them. He rested his eyes and
I heir condition or appearance.
dropped off into a sleep.
He knew each dirt clod in the pots
When Acorn's mother returned
and could tell if they were shrinking from work, she checked in on her
by his mother's watering of the son as she did every day. When she
plants each day.
got to his room she was shaken to
One day his mother did not show see that he was not there.
up. Acorn was terrified that the
The only thing going on in the
flowers, his friends, might die. He room at all was the wind blowing
decided to use what was left of his through an open window. Open
brain to devise a way to get water window?
lo the plants.
His mother ran to close it and
The bathroom was down the hall shut out the rain that had been
and there was no way he could get falling all day. She looked around
clown to the end of the hall in his the room for Acorn. He was not
condition.
there.
(ietting water to the plants was
The room seemed peculiar.
now an obsession. The attendant Something was missing. She looked
who worked with Acorn on his carefully at the four walls. A picture
rehabilitation would not water the was gone. But at the moment she
plants. Said it wasn't his job.
could not place the subject of the
The plants now began to wilt, picture.
thought Acorn. He cried himself to
At that instant the phone rang. It
sleep thai night, terrified that his was the neighbors. They asked how
plants would leave him alone with Acorn was doing. She said she did
(he four walls and television.
not know because he wasn't in his
The next morning Acorn awoke to bed.
the rain tapping at the window next
The neighbors told her not to go
(o his bed. There was a small leak to the window. They told her to go
and sometimes. Acorn remembered, downstairs and wait for them in the
water would leak down the paned kitchen of the two story brick house.
glass.
She told them she would. But
Acorn knew that all he had to do curiosity forced her to the window.
was get to the plants and get them She looked out and down and found
(o the water leaking in.
Acorn.
The rain continued to pour and
He was face-down in the grass
Acorn brightened up a little. The with an empty picture frame in his
more rain, the more water for his hand.
friends the plants. But one of the
A few feet away was a bunch of
plants, a single violet, was the one broken glass and what used to be
Acorn wanted to see live the most. the contents of the frame.
He thought that it would be the
She ran downstairs so she could
violet to get the first drops of water at least save the water-color
from the window. It was truly the painting of a violet given to Acorn
most beautiful of the plants.
by his best friend.
Acorn shifted his weight around
She snatched up the water color.
and managed to gel his body to the The water had not really hurt the
edge of the bed. If he could only gel painting. In fact it had a little more
up now and gel to the plant, he life to it than originally given to it
would have half of the battle won. by Hogue with his deep, dark
Acorn did make it to the plant. He purples.

Electricity goes out on campus
Progress staff report
The electricity on the main
campus was out for about an hour
Sunday morning.
According to Chad Middleton
director of Physical Plant, thi
problem was caused by Kentuck)
Utilities.
'' For some reason a breaker went
off in a substation.'' he said.

Middleton said neither K.U. nor
he knew the orgin of the problem
but both were looking into it.
The electricity was off from
approximately 7:45 a.m. to 8:45 a.m.
Middleton said no problems had
been caused by the outage.
He said he expects K.U. to be in
touch with him as soon as they
know what happened.
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How do you feel that only one party is
running for president and vice president
of Student Senate?
By Chuck Bogardus

People poll

limmy
Lewis.
sophomore,
industrial education technology.
Flatwooda

Rod Baehner, freshman, industrial
education technology. Fort Wright
"What student senate?"

"I feel glad for them cause they'll
win for sure."

Laura
Mundy.
broadcasting. Berea

Wayne
Bosley,
freshman,
accounting, Brandenburg

Bosley

"This is an awful lazy campus 111 run."

Lewis

sophomore,

"There's no big deal about it
anymore."

Mundy

Doug
Dearing,
sophomore,
computer information systems.
Winchester

Ken Bagham. freshman, computer
electronics. Louisville
"I think it's all fixed."

"I think there should be more
^ publicity because I haven't heard of

Michele Girvin. sophomore,
elementary education. Lexington

Dale McGonigle. senior, computer
information systems. Clay City

|t
"I think there should be some
competition because it'll be an
empty victory for them."

'
Girvin

»

-its the pits - competition, that s
what life's all about."

Dearing

McGonigle

For six hours credit

New Spanish classes offered

By T. Elaine Baker
Staff writer
Registration for the fall '85
semester is underway, but some
students may want to consider
signing up for a special Spanish
course which can give them six
hours of credit.
According to Norris MacKinnon,
an associate professor in the foreign
language department,
these
accelerated classes have many
advantages.
"Next fall, students will be able
lo take Spanish 101 and 102. which
are the beginning Spanish classes,
at the same lime. The classes meet
every day of the week al the same
time each day and the students get
six hours for the classes." said
MacKinnon.
MacKinnon said French 101 and
102 were offered last semester at the
accelerated pace, but this semester
and next will only offer the classes
to Spanish students.

"The classes are really no
different from the regular sequence
101 and 102 classes, they just go
much faster." he said.
MacKinnon said students don't
need to have had any previous
study in Spanish to take the special
courses next fall.
"I want to stress that the special
sections are exactly the same as the
regular sections. We begin with the
basics, assuming the students have
had none of the language before." he
said.
MacKinnon said he is teaching
the Spanish sections this semester
and he will again next semester.
"We don't have as many in the
classes this spring as we had last
fall. We had more time before the
fall semester to send notices to the
advisers about the classes." he said.
MacKinnon said even though his
department tries to publicize the
classes, many students have been
disappointed they heard about them

too late.
"Because the classes meet
Monday through Friday, many
students find it difficult to fit them
into their schedules." he said.
MacKinnon originated the idea
for the accelerated classes when he
heard of a similar situation at the
university a few semesters ago.
'There was an F.nglish class
which required students to sign up
for a philosophy class which met at
the same time." said MacKinnon.
MacKinnon said he feels the idea
of IT eeting with the same group
every day can be very advantageous

to students.
"The daily contact keeps the
material moving along at a faster
pace and this can work to the
student's advantage."
MacKinnon said he warns
students who are interested in these
classes that they are very
challenging.
"I tell them before they get in too
deep that they have to be willing to
take the pace. The key is to
remember you are taking two
classes, not just one. and the
advantage is getting twice the
credit in one semester."

Board of Regents meeting set
Progress staff report
The university Board of Regent?
will be meeting at 10 a.m.. April 13
in the Regents Room of the Coates
Administration Building.
Items o"n the agenda include ac-

tion on: the university budget proposal, the organization of a new
committee system, promotion and
tenure candidates and the awarding
of honorary degrees.

Crusoe

Opring design focuses on light, bright activewear in
vividly contrasting tri-blend fabric oi polyester/nylon/
cotton. From Lobo's Spring/Summer '83 collection.
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Greenhouse offers students practical study
It covers half of the roof space on
By Glen Divei
the building and has four rooms.
SUff writer
Many are aware of the greenhouse
It has a prep room which is used
maintained by the agriculture to store pots and equipment.
department by the Carter Building,
The other three rooms are where
but this is not the only greenhouse plants are actually grown.
on campus.
One room is kept very hot and
On top of the Moore Building
moist for plants of a tropical nature.
tnere is a greenhouse kept by the
Another room has a dry. arid
biology department.
habitat for plants such as the cactus
"We use it to grow botany lab
plants and the physiology students which are found in desert regions.
The largest room is the one where
use it to grow their own plants,"
said Robert Creek, a professor in the the lab plants are grown.
the biology department.
In addition to the lab plants,
The greenhouse was built in 1967 many plants that the botanists
think would be interesting to the
along with the Moore Building.

public are grown here.
"It anyone has a plant that they
think is interesting they can bring
it in and we will be glad to add it to
our stock." said Creek.
In recent years the greenhouse
has received much of its stock from
contributions.
"Last winter the pipes burst and
the greenhouse froze out. We have
been replacing and re-ordering since
then." Creek said.
Creek said that except in the case
of the pipes bursting or something
of that nature it is easy to grow and
protect plants in a greenhouse.

"In the summer and spring we
scalier them out all over the
green house.
"Then in the winter months we
bunch them up and put plastic over
them We put heaters under the
plastic and this causes a greenhouse
within a greenhouse effect." he said.
They take these measures in the
winter in case the heat is ever cut
off again.
"It is not harder to grow plants
in the winter, but they do grow
slower.
"It is just enclosed glass and as
lone as the heat stays on the plants
will grow." he said.

independent research l here
The cost of the heat is really the
"Everyone pitches in anil helps to
only cost the university has for the maintain the greenhouse. i( is truly
greenhouse.
a group effort by everyone
It is staffed by the four botany
involved." Creek said.
teachers. Dr. Young Jo t-'arrah. wno
"The greenhouse is very
is in charge of the upkeep of the
important. Most school have one for
ereenhouse. and one work-study
the biology department. It is a very
student.
important factor in maintaining a
"The work-study student is in
well-rounded biology depart ment.
charge of watering, cleaning and
he added.
general upkeep of the greenhouse.
"There are a lot of plants thul
We try to get a person who is
have to be grown yourself: there is
interested in the greenhouse. That no way the university could order
way they work harder and do a them. If we didn't have .1
better job," he said.
greenhouse, the plants would liUVV
The botanists themselves work to be grown in the classrooms, and
often in the lab and sometimes do this would lie very difficult."

Office
mates
Geologist mapped boundaries
confuse callers

By Phillip Bowling
Staff writer
How does a person get from
Colorado to Kentucky? Sometimes
this question is difficult to answer,
even for someone trained in
mapping.
Although Dr. Roy Kepferle is
currently teaching at the university,
his roots derive from the West.
Kepferle began his road to teaching
at the University of Colorado.
In 1950, Kepferle completed his
undergraduate study in geology at
the University of Colorado. Rather
than being satisfied with this,
Kepferle said he decided to get his
master's degree from the South
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology.
After getting his master's degree,
Kepferle began working for the
United States Geological Survey
department.
"This work would be the simplest
way to explain how I got to
Kentucky," he said.
In 1961, Kepferle became a part
of a mapping project being
conducted in the state This was a
joint project between the state and
federal surveying programs.
He said he was with the Kentucky
project off and on between 1961 and
1978.
While working on the project, he
said he decided to obtain his
doctorate from the University of
Cincinnati. After receiving the
degree in 1982. Kepferle went to the
Blizabethtown Community College
and taught for a short time.
Although Kepferle said he attempted to live a normal life while
surveying, he worked 32 years for
the survey department.
"In the 18 years with the state
project. I did all or parts of 22
quadrangles," said Kepferle.
He explained that a quadrangle is
60 square mile$. "My work involved
only three percent of the state's 700
quadrangles." he said.
Kepferle said his most exciting
work during the project was
mapping Fort Knox.
"It was out on the combat range
and I had to call in daily so I could
work around the firing schedules,"
said Kepferle.
"This was my quickest project,"
he said. "I completed it in two
weeks by generalizing some of the
material"
"I
have been warned of
copperheads, rattlesnakes and
stills." said Kepferle. "I'm told that
these are the three most dangerous
things that a surveyor might
encounter.
"Most of my work was located
between
Elizabethtown and
Louisville." said Kepferle.
Although Kepferle said he

By Rebecca Bottoms
Staff writer
Everyone knows that when two
people who circulate in the same
crowds have the same first or last
name, some confusion may result.
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Roy Kepferle, left, and student Ed Wollery at field camp in Montana
experienced no problems, mappers
in the western part of the state
complained of water moccasins.
He said when they could not
schedule wooded areas for the
winter, local farmers and land
owners proved extremely helpful.
"They would warn us of areas that
were infested with snakes," he said.
"After seven years of mapping. I
discovered that I was just drawing
one line after another." said
Kepferle. "I still enjoy mapping
although teaching is a challenge of
a different sort."
"I will continue to teach until it
becomes a chore or when I no longer
am able to convey the message to
the students." said Kepferle.
Kepferle said teaching at the
university is not a stepping stone to
any other place for him. He said
right now he has enough freedom for
direction, research and travel.
"I was attracted to the university
because of the size and direction of
the department," said Kepferle.
"The only problem with the program is that enrollment is cyclic."
he said. "When the price of oil rises,

salaries in the field follow and so do
the students."
He said in teaching the students
everything one knows, one is
getting a much more important
satisfaction.
"You're sharing in their
endeavors and success." he said.
Every fall Kepferle teaches a class
in field geology. This class involves
Saturday morning walks in the area
to do field studies.
"If I have mastering students
working under me. I try to find field
oriented work for them," said
Kepferle.
Each summer the university
sends about 20 students and four
faculty members to a field camp in
western Montana. The camp is a
requirement for an undergraduate
bachelor's degree.
"The six week camp involves a
major change of scenery and a
variety of rocks and structures."
said Kepferle. "Another highlight of
the area is that it is centralized
between the major rock types.'
"The instructors only attend the
camp for three weeks, two for each
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Report shows top jobs
By Scott Mandl
Staff writer
Four years ago, a group of high
school seniors decided they would
begin building their futures by
seeking degrees at the university.
According to Kurt Zimmerman,
director of Career Development and
Placement at the university, that
group, now the class of 1985. will
take their degrees into a healthy job
market.
Zimmerman, who himself will
soon be taking a new job at the
University of Toledo in Ohio, said
the strong economy has put college
'seniors in a much better position
than they would have been in May
of 1983. when he said job
availability was as low as he has
seen it in 15 years.
"To get an idea of the difference,
in education alone, we had only 25
school systems come here to recruit
in '83, whereas we'll have over 100
this year."
His projections were supported
by figure in the 1984 summer
edition of the federal government's
Occupational Outlook Quarterly.
According to the report, 42 of the
112 job areas listed are expected to

see increases 30 percent or greater
in total number of jobs in the next
seven years.
Thirteen job areas were listed as
growing by over 50 percent by 1992.
Leading the way with a 97 percent
increase was computer service
technicians, followed by legal
assistants with a 94 percent
increase and computer systems
analysts at 85 percent.
Despite the encouraging numbers,
Rosemary Booth, a media liason for
IBM in Lexington, said a significant
increase in need for workers was not
expected over the next several
years.
Likewise, Susan Ehrman. director
of employment for the Lexington
Herald-Leader, said she did not
expect a great increase in the
number of employees needed.
She did aay a greater percentage
of college graduates would be
needed simply because the company
was becoming more selective.
"If anything, our standards are a
bit higher," said Ehrman.
She said s college degree would be
a minimum requirement for those
seeking employment with the
company as journalists, but they

half." said Kepferle.
Also this summer. Kepferle has
been invited to go to China on a
people-to-people exchange While
there, he will visit the oil fields of
North China and participate in
lectures and seminars.
Another summer journey may
take Kepferle to Egypt An offer to
attend a study in the summer has
opened and he has not decided
whether or not to attend.
Kepferle has been teaching
geology at the university for three
and a half years. "Now that I have
completed a full cycle (each course
taught twice), 1 can begain some
additional research." he said.
As an outgrowth of his mapping
of the state. Kepferle said there is
a great deal of work to be done.
"I would like to get some
publications on the study of
Devonian shale." said Kepferle.
"The outdoors is an enjoyable
aspect of geology." said Kepferle.
"However, after a while, the hills
begin to get too steep and the
weather gets too hot."

In
the
military
science
department this is certainly the
case. There are two Michael
McNamaras teaching in this
department.
A name is not the only thing these
two have in common. Both
NcNamaras are captains in the U.S.
Army and teach military science.
They share the same office and
Shone. Both are from the East and
ave Eastern accents. Even their
physical appearances are similar.
They both are medium height, have
a mustache and are graying slightly.
Even though they are very much
alike, the McNamaras do have
many differences. Michael R.
McNamara is in charge of military
police. He is from Philadelphia and
graduated from Pennsylvania State
University.
Michael J. McNamara is a
quartermaster corps or in charge of
supplies. He is also in charge of the
rifle team at the university. Michael
J.
McNamara
is
from
Massachusetts and attended
Suffolk University in Boston.
Still, the two McNamaras are so
much alike people often get them
confused. Michael R. McNamara
said his first encounter of this type
of confusion was when he called to
see if he had received a position at
the university.
"1 called and asked the secretary
if I had gotten the job and she told
me 1 already worked here. It went
on for about IB minutes before we
figured out there were two of us."
said Michael R. McNamara.
When Michael J. McNamara
heard Michael R. was coming, he
said he knew there would be
pending problems. "When I first
came here there were two 11 ai-dings
in the department and that caused
some confusion." said Michael J.
McNamara.
Another reason students may be
confused is that the McNamaras
call each other "brother." even
though they are no relation. "We
tell people our dad is a traveling
salesman and he liked the name
Mike so he named all his sons
Mike," said Michael R.
Hi- said there are students
walking around the university that
believe in the "McNamara
Brothers." "We have fun with it,"
he said.
Suzanne Keefe, a sophomore

had a number of support jobs as
well.
University students who have
begun the job search seem to be
finding out that jobs are generally
available but not necessarily in the
immediate area.
"There's jobs if you're willing to
move around, but most people want •
to go back to their hometown," said
Kristi Spangenberg, a senior
physical education major.
Spangenberg has already found a
job working at a tennis club in
Florida.
She said she was offered the job
by her high school tennis coach who
now owns the club where she will
work.
While it's not exactly the teaching
job she will get her degree in,
Spangenberg said she still will make
" a little more than a first-year
teaching job would have paid."
Belinda Hill, who will be finishing
her graduate degree in student
personnel services in higher
education this May, said she realizes
she will probably have to go out of
state, but she is optimistic.
"I'm confident now, but if I don't
hear something by June I'm going
•o start getting upset." said Hill.

Michael J. McNamara,
left, and Michael R.
McNamara
general business mujor, said she
used to get the two McNamaras
confused. Keefe is on the rifle team
and often calls and confuses the
McNamaras. "When I first called
Captain Mac to open the rifle range
he said he didn't know me, that's
when I found out there were two of
them," said Keefe.
Keefe said she was subjected to
the "McNamara Brothers" story. I
believed them for about two
months, till I finally figured them
out." said Keefe.
Steven Rickett. a military science
senior, no longer gets the two
McNamaras confused. "They keep
it pretty confusing, but once your in
the m.s. program it's not so
confusing." said Rickett.
There will be an end to the
university "Mcnamara Brothers" in
the near future, however. Michael .1.
McNamara will be leaving the
university in May. he said.
Michael R. McNamara said he
doesn't know if he and Michael J.
McNamara will ever get together
again. "You never know. The world
is a big place, but it's a small place
too," said Michael K. McNamara.
There is a chance that there will
be another set of brothers in the
military science department,
according to Michael J. McNamara.
Next semester their will be two
Sergent Williams leaching in the
department, he said.
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Organizations
Club still going strong
following many years

Holt
moves
on
B.v Chris Niblock
Staff writer
One job at the university would
make you an adviser, mediator, and
-ometimes observer for over 1.000
Mudents in 26 organizations.
Nancy Holt holds this position,
that of the university's Greek
adviser, and she said these are only
a few of the aspects of her job
requirements.
Kor Holt, her four years as Greek
advisor have been satisfying and
li.inline years.
She said she is leaving the
university after this semester and
would like (o move into the public
relations or marketing area. •
Holt said she feels the skills she
has developed in the last four years
will aid her in these fields.
"You have to have organizational
skills to have this job. You have to
be able to meet the public and talk
to people. You also have to be a
trouble-shooter.'' she said.
Holt said she has had to develop
and present a lot of ideas since being
at the university.
"I will try to take the skills
learned here and use them in the
business world.'' she said
..
Since Holt came to the university
in 1981. the Greek system seems to
have grown and prospered.
The total membership in
organizations and the number of
chapters have both risen.
Holt's first obstacle when arriving
was the fact that she was the first
female fraternity adviser in the
history of the school.
Prior to Holt obtaining the
position, there was an overall Greek
adviser, while the sororities also had
a separate adviser.
"It took almost a semester for the
fraternities to get used to a woman
in charge of them." she said.
With Greek Week now upon her
and with her duties of planning for
fall rush programs. Holt said she
has found little time to relax, which
she does by reading a book.
Her hours go long past the regular
daytime schedule of a regular job.
She said she is frequently kept
busy in meetings lasting until 9 p.m.
because of the difficulty in getting
students together during the day.
Holt begins her mornings at 8
a.m. to deal with a problem or start

By John Whitlork
Staff writer
The Industrial Arts and
Technology Club was created more
than 20 years ago to help promote
the industrial arts and to help those
in the field to meet other people who
are in industrial arts.
The club meets once a month and
is open to industrial arts majors or
anyone who has an interest in the
field
George Herbert, faculty adviser
for the club, said the club is a formal
group that gets together to have fun
and learn more about the field.
"It's just a group of students who
have similar interests and want to
meet many other people in their
major.'' he said.
The club has a particular, formal
schedule for all of the meetings they
have.
The group has a regular business
meeting where they decide what
they will do with the funds they
collect from dues and fundraising
events.

Progress pholo/Chris Niblock

Nancy Holt shakes hands with Todd Taylor
on the day's agenda.
"I am very pleased with the (ireek
system, especially the number of
quality people involved in it." she
said.
She said she feels her job hits
become easier over I he yr;irv
because the students have taken a
lot of initiative and developed
programs on their own.
Holt credits the students with I he
change over the years by saying she
is only a catalyst pushing studenl to reach their potential.
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various parades held at the
university.
One of the activities the club is
very proud of is the building of toys
for the underpriviledged children in
the Richmond area.
Uary Chastain. one of the
co-advisors for the club, said the
toys are distributed by the club at
Christmas time.
The club, which has about 25
members, also helps the university
by building items for the school for
free or at a small charge.
Herbert said in past years the
club has built such items as election
boxes and a podium.
The opportunity to meet the
students in a less formal setting
than a class room is the main appeal
for him and many others.
The club offers the students who
are involved a chance to expand
their knowledge of the field and the
opportunity to get to know the
people who are in the major.

Campus clips

Kill Hodapp, president of theTau

Kappa Kpsilon fraternity, sees Holt
;i>.' ii super lady who has done a lot
of positive things for the Greeks and
Kastorn."
Greek Week is now a separate
committee with its own budget.
The students make the decisons
and policies concerning the week.
Moll advises, making sure the
university's policies are followed,
but for the most part she stays in
the background, which is exactly
where she wants lo be.

Greeks honored for
outstanding acheivement
Two
members
of
Greek
organizations were awarded lor
their outstanding work
Nancy Howard, a junior political
science major and president of
I'anhellenic Council received the
award for Greek Woman of the
Vonr.

"The students do just about
anything they want at the meetings.
I don't have much to do with this."
said Herbert.
The club has several projects and
functions they participate in every
year.
Herbert said the club takes field
trips to places of interest for
industrial arts majors, and is one of
the appeals of the club.
One of the places visited during
these trips is the Ford Motor
Company plant in Louisville.
The club has also organized tours
of places like the Cincinnati Micron
and the IBM plant in Lexington.
Although the club visits many
places helpful to the industrial arts
majors, the club doesn't go without
the social aspect of being an
organization.
One of the social events the club
participates in is their annual pizza
party with the home economics
group.
The club is also one of the
organizations to enter a float in the

Roadblock

Alpha Epsilon Rho

Open house

Alpha Epsilon Rho will hold its
annual spring banquet at 6 p.m..
April 19 in the Harley Hotel im
l.exuiglon
The guest speaker for the event
will be Wayne Perky from Y\ HAS

The Medical Technology Club will
hold an open house at 6 p.m. to 9
p.m.. April 17 in Room 146 in the
Rowlett Building.
The open house is being
conducted in honor of National
Medical Laboratory Week. April 14
to April 20.
Anyone interested in medical
technology is encouraged to attend.

in Louisville.

Chapter awards will be presented.
The cost of the banquet is $ 14 per
person.
Checks may be made payable to
Alpha Epsilon Rho by April 12.
All are welcome to bring guests.

Jail-A-Thon

John l.el'orge. u sophomore
business management major and
i- The Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
president -ol Inter -Fraternity
fraternity will sponsor a roadblock
Council received the award for to 'raise money for the Special
Greek Man of the Year.
Olympics, at 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.. April
|hc wmm,rs „.,.,.,, n(iminated bv
20 at Lancaster Avenue and the
M)ror„ ,„. ;imMraU.rnities .
Eastern By-pass.
■
.

Phi Delta Kappa
Phi Delta Kappa will hold a
banquet at 6:30 p.m.. April 12 in the
Board of Regents dining room in the
Powell Building.
The guest speaker for the event
will be President H. Hanly
funderburk.
Eor more information contact Dr.
JoAnna Patemo in Room 112 in the
Combs Building.

The American Cancer Society and
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity will
sponsor a Jail-A-Thon at 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. April 17. 18 and 19 at the old
Ben-Franklin shop on Main Street
in Richmond.
For more information contact
Rhonda Baker at 623-0274.

TCF Club
The Textile. Clothing and Fashion
Club will present its third annual
fashion show at 7:30 p.m.. April 16
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Tickets may be purchased in
advance or at the door.

MR Association
the Blue Grass Medical Record
Association will hold a seminar at
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.. April 13 in
the Rowlett Building.
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520 EASTERN BY-PA!>s>
RICHMOND

VCR & 2 MOVIES :
$9.99

VCR & 3 MOVIES
S25.00
.'.!(•■.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
Country Style $4)39
Dinner
*

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
205'/i Geri Lane
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
623-6643

EXPIRES 4-30-85

french Fries

MONDAY ft TUESDAY
Bite Sue

Shrimp
Dinner

WEDNESDAY

»tv>
3

■ ■■■■■■I CUP THIS

FISH & FRIES

NASHUA

FLOPPY DISK
All Diskettes Have A Lifetime Warranty.
You've Used These Diskettes
As Copy Protected Originals
Nashua Is A Multi-Million Dollar Corporation
In Magnetic Media
Nashua
SSDD/S14.48
DSDD/S16.70
(Price For Box Of 10)
Note: All Prices Include Sleeves, Labels,
And Write Protect Tabs.
If Case Is Desired...Add $1.50 Per Box Of 10
All Orders Are C.O.D. Plus Tax.
Shipping FREE On E.K.U. Campus.

Computer I
Media
P.O. Box 5202/Richmond, KY 40475/(606)623-0676

FOR $1 yr
ONLY
.*•'?

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS

3

Cole Slow and Hushpuppies
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Shrimp
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Two tender fish fillets.
natural cut trench Iries
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I
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SUMMER JOBS • SAVE $2,000
I

Captain
D's
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Two tender lish fillets,
natural cut trench tries
FOR $1 ve
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|
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■ •# »
puppies.

FISH & FRIES

Thomas Nelson, Inc. has an internship program for hard working students. If you have
an entire summer free and are willing to work
long hours for co-op credit and good
money..Then come to one of our meetings.
DAY: THURSDAY
TIMES: 4:00 OR 7:00 P.M.
PLACE: COMBS 224
No Phone Calls Please! Please Be On TimeM
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Captain
D's
a great little seafood place.
1059 BereoRoad. Richmond
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Sigma Gamma Epsilon
focuses on education
to use for maps, projects, and on it. They were proud of it." said
By Martha Ruble
papers.
Monrad.
Staff writer
"I think we encouraged some
According to Monrad. the printer
Education is the main focus of with the needed accessories would people. We are as good and probably
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, geological cost approximately SI.000.
better than U.K." he said.
and earth science honorary society.
"We count on S.G.E. memlx'rs to
In April 1984 the university
According to Scotty Robertson,
a meeting of the help us out." said Monrad.
president of the club, the group's co-sponsored
Geological Society of America with
The members help as tutors, and
main purpose is to improve the the University of Kentucky.
in labs or research.
educational standards of the
Sigma Gamma Epsilon was given
"It gives them a little real life
geology department.
a booth to show something of the experience." he said.
"Basically we ve tried any way we
He said members of the group are
can to help the department." said department.
The members displayed an pretty much accepted into the
Robertson.
automatic slide show which was the
"Education is our main area. We result of a geological study and profession.
"It makes them feel like profes
try to better the quality of developed a departmental flyer.
sionals already." he said.
education in our department." he
"These people spent a lot of time
said.
He said the club is working to
promote not only education but
professional standards and ethics of
the geology department.
Members are currently trying to
gather the funds" necessary to
Progress photo/Chris NiblocK
provide education trips and special
Ringmaster
equipment for the students and
for
Grt't'k
Un ws.lv Present Dr H. Hanly runder(?u.k. left, speaks to Greeks dunn,. the opening ceremonies
faculty.
also find jobs in security planning
By Carrie May
Week Monday. wh,le )ohn LeForge. a sophomore and chairman of Greek act.vit.es attedt.vely l.stens
"Our goal is to have just enough
and consulting.
Staff
writer
money," said Nick Marcelletti. the
One doesn't have to lie a police
Membership in the Association of administration or security major to
club's vice president.
The club has a special fund set Security and Loss Prevention join the club, and Davidson said
aside for the purpose of bringing in (ASLP) can be an asset for those new members are always welcome.
speakers to help students and interested in security once they
Davidson, a senior police
faculty to gain a better graduate, according to club administration and security major
understanding of specialized areas, president Tracy Davidson.
from Henry County, said some of
said Dr. Jack Monrad. an assistant
She said the people met through the club's other activities include
professor and one of advisers for the the club can provide job connections helping with the Association of Law
club.
after graduation.
Enforcement's criminal justice
The society is presently working
Kent said the Greek Friends and
in the program is a ratner involved
By Diana Pruitt
"I would really urge anybody workshop.
the University Pals are beginning to on a newsletter which will be sent interested in security to join the
The club held a booth in last fall's
process according to Kent.
Organization** editor
"We send out brochures and work on a few projects together. to the alumni.
lieing a friend holds a certain
club because it is helpful later." she workshop.
Although this will be the first said.
"A member of University Pals
amount of specialness. but to flyers, while also receiving referrals
Also last semester, the club held
was at ou r last meeting and we are such letter, the members are
several children in the Richmond for children," she said.
a pizza party at Archie's for
Davidson said one of the main members and their guests.
She said children from the lower- all real excited about working with planning to make newsletters a
community, being a "Greek Friend"
scheduled part of the club's functions of the club is in fact to
income families are selected and find the group." she said.
may hold a little more.
"We're mostly a club that is there
help the members find jobs.
She said the Greeks are really activities.
According to Jennifer Kent, a the program to be very enjoyable.
to
help you." she said.
She
said
she
watches
for
security
There are three reasons for the
Kent said once the fraternities enthused about the program.
junior clothing, construction and
"You just have to make the
"They all seem to have a positive alumni newsletter, according to openings and passes this
design major and Greek coordinator and sororities receive their Greek
information on to club members.
effort."
for a big brother, big sister type pro- friend, they are free to entertain attitude about the whole program.' Marcelletti.
He said it is a way of letting the
she said.
gram entitled Greek Friends, the them anyway they can.
Davidson said she also tries to
Kent said she felt the program alumni know what is happening to have speakers from Career
"Most of the groups take their
program is getting on its feet.
Development and Placement speak
"The program has been around child out to a movie or to a was a good idea because it is a good their department, it encourages
way to serve the community while them to support the department
to the club about finding jobs and
since last year, but we hope that this ballgame," she said.
Kent said in the past the children also having a good time with the and helps find possible job-openings
year we can get everything more
how to write a resume.
for graduates.
organized and the fraternities and have had a Christmas party on their children.
"We try to have guest speakers
According
to
Robertson,
the
club
"We hope to get things really
sororities more involved." said behalf and were involved in the Tau
that
would be intersting and helpful
Kappa
Epsilon
Fraternity going full force in the fall." she said. is hoping to develop a departmental to the club." she said.
Kent.
library.
Basketball
Tournament.
Kent said the program involves
"We also want the fraternities
Davidson said club members are ■aaaa«aa«aaa«aaaaa»laB«a«BaalB^B^»l
"We re trying to get professors to
Kent said the Greek Friends and sororities to know they are
fraternities and sororities on
in
the process ot compiling a list ot
donate
books
and
magazines."
he
campus taking time to be with a firogram is focused more on the allowed more than one child to work
graduates in the police Racquetball winners
ower-income families to try and get with." she said.
said.
child from Richmond and playing a
administration and securities field
"Space is our biggest problem.
big brother and big sister type role. them involved with different
She said she felt if they were willWe
don't
have
the
room."
he
said.
to see where they found jobs.
activities
outside
of
the
home.
She said presently not every
ing to work with more than one
The winners for the racquetball
They will also get in touch with
Sigma Gamma Epsilon was
"We don't really focus on the child, they arc welcome to it.
sorority and fraternity have a Greek
tournament held February 11 are as
the
alumni
to
see
if
a
job
vacancy
re-established
in
the
fall
of
1983.
friend, but hopefully this will Brockton children because they are
"We just want everyone to get
follows; co-ret winners were Viv
"They haven't had a chance to do can be found in their areas.
already involved with the involved and enjoy working with
change by next year.
Davidson said another purpose of Bohon and Andrew Neville, open
Kent and another student Greg University Pals." she said.
these kids because it really is a good a lot." said Monrad.
the club is to get people more winners were Ray Ochs and Bill
"They are setting up a speaker
The University Pals is another big experience." she explained.
Terry have been working on the proForrester. Greek winners were John
acquainted with their oDtions.
program
for
next
semester."
he
said.
brother,
big
sister-type
organization
gram under the guidance of Nancy
Kent said any fraternity or
Ries and Jeff Coomes and
"It
(the
major)
just
doesn't
mean
The
club
is
hoping
to
eventually
Holt, the assistant director of stu- designed specifically for children in sorority interested in working with
all-university winners were Ray
beng
a
security
guard."
she
said.
have
the
funds
to
purchase
a
special
the Brockton area, but other a child may contact her at 5549 or
dent activities.
She said security maws could Ochs and Bill Forester.
printer
for
the
students
and
faculty
Recruiting children to participate children are welcome.
call Greg Terry.

Club offers a
security interest

Greeks offer helping
hand to area children

Intramural
update

■zlMSIAKKI
242 S. Second St. 623-7797
Come By And See Us For Your
Intramural Fraternity And Sorority
Uniforms
Ask About Our Quantity Discounts
Specializing In Trophies And Award
Plaques
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Arts/Entertainment
Class to study
music in film

Class
debuts
music
By Amy Wolfford
Staff writer
Some students at the university
ore learning to write, but they aren't
doing so in the English department:
l hey are learning to write music.
r'our different composition
classes including beginning,
intermediate, electronic and
advanced are taught through the
university's music deportment.
"The student composers leorn a
great deal from listening to their
own music." said Richard Hensel.
coordinator of theory/composition.
"They also gain in comparing
their style to that of other
students." he added.
The pieces are performed by music
majors or faculty members.
"The teachers perform the more
difficult ones because they ore more
technically proficient." he said.
A
concert of student's
compositions, scheduled for April 23
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 300 of the
Foster Building, is what Hensen
called the "climax" of the semester.
"These are works that have been
deemed the best we have." he said.
"The music composed for the
concert is definitely contemporary
and modern " said Hensel.
Three different types of musical
pieces have been prepared for the
concert: electronic tape only,
performance only or a combination
of electronic tape and performance.
"The electronic tape pieces are
created by a synthesizer that
produces sound for tape," he said.
Approximately 12 theory/composition or mu9ic majors are
enrolled in one of the four levels of
composition classes taught by
Hensel. Dr. Richard Bromley and
Dr. Kenneth Timm.
Nine works by seven students will
be performed at the concert. Some
of the composition students said
they enjoy the practical experience
and applications of the class.
"I've learned that this is the 20th
ceijtury and I can do what I want
(w£h my music)." said Mitch Ruth.
20>a junior muaic education major
and member of the electronic
composition class.
"There are no rules, you can do

just about anything you want." soid
Ruth.
"Writing music is on intuitive
process. Kveryone can try, but not
everyone can do it. I don't know if
I can do it. Ill just try." he said.
Ruth said his song idea came from
a class exercise.
"It's nothing new. we just used
different instruments. It's like
music always has been,'' he said.
"Mike Webb let us use several of
his synthesizers this semester for
the class. We're lucky because the
university can't provide us with this
opportunity." he said.
Webb wrote the score for the fall
semester's
performance
of
Shakespeare's The Tempest.
"Without him and his equipment,
the closs wouldn't be the some."
Ruth said.
He said his selection for the
concert. Source l)i. is slow and
simple because he is just beginning.

Jessica Brown said she has
learned to have a more systematic
and ordered approach to her
composing.
"I can analyze and get experience
writing music." said the 22-year-old
theory/composition and voice
senior.
Brown will have two pieces. Lunar
Flight and Duo for Violin and Cello.
in the concert.
"It's good to have the exposure
from this composition class." she
said.
"If 1 had done it without the class
my music may not have ever been
played." Brown said.
Webb's Endgmion
is a
combination of live performance and
synthesizer.
Guitar.
bass,
percussion and piano will be
accompanying.

7'3/H4 is Webb's second selection.
It includes piano, bass and
percussion.
Vincent Irvin has written one
piece for the concert. The Machine
Suite. It will be performed by Alan
Staples. Tim Byrn and William
Wilkerson.
Conversations in A for Clarinet
and Piano is Robert Paugh's
contribution to the concert. It
features faculty members Earl
Thomas and Roe Van Boskirk.
Henry Parker has written
Electronic Study No. 2 for the
concert.
'Three Songs for Tenor Voice.
written by Rachel Keyser. will
feature Perry Smith as the tenor
atid Dana Reed on the piano.
The Student Composers Recital is
free and open to the public.

By Jeffrey A. Williamson
Staff writer
The Department of Mass
Communications has a new class
opening up in the fall. It's COM 500.
the study of the historical development of musical scoring for the motion pictures.
The class will include the uses,
techniques
and
aesthetic
considerations of feature-length and
short films that are to be used
during the class. Dr. Donald R.
Cain, a professor of mass
communications, instigated the
opening of new class.
"I've done this sort of thing
before at the University of
Wisconsin Superior," said Cain.
"I thought the class might be a
decent summer offering for teachers
that might be here." he said.
However, when Cain proposed the
new class to department chairman,
Glen Kleine. it was turned into a fall
course.
The overall purpose of the class is
to survey the development of
motion picture music from the
beginning of the film medium to the
present.
"This may only be the first step
in a successive line of different types
of film classes." said Cain. He said
this class has the potential to get
much broader. "There ore many
textbooks that give treatment to
music and film-reloted courses."
said Cain.
The class will be viewing films of
various types as illustrations and
springboards for classroom
■iscussion. These films will be
scored by a wide variety of
composers and in a range of styles.
Some films that may be used in
the class are The Jazz Singer. Gone
With the Wind, Psycho and Purple
Rain.
"The music in the course is very
diverse, but I felt I had to include
rock music because it has become
important to the scoring of films."
said Cain.
"I regard this somewhat as a pop
culture course. It reveals something
about society as to its musical
tastes in movies. I want the
students to know about the
historical development of scoring
music," said Cain.
The students will become aware of
the important composers, arrangers

and conductors who have worked in
and oround the motion picture
studios worldwide.
"This class is equivalent to on art
or music appreciation.class, said
Cain. The students will be learning
about the many important aspects
of music in film. "The music
psychologically sets the mood for
the show and the music underlines
most of the film." said Cain
•Composing for film allowed
many great composers to seek a
different
outlet.
Although
composers couldn't earn their keep
scoring for film, they can make a
minimum of 15 to 20 thousand for
three or fur weeks of composing, he
said.
, ...
Cain received his bachelor s
degree from Auburn University, his
master's from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and his doctorate from Michigan State University.
Cain has an extensive classical
record album collection. "I started
my collection in 1950 and I have
perhaps several thousand albums."
said Cain. From his albums he tapes
many hours of music for WEKU
FM.

Brain set
for lecture
Progress Staff Report
Dr. Richard Restak. o neurologist
who has written The Brairi: The
Last Frontier, and The Brain, will be
lecturing at the university on Wed.
April 17 at 8 p.m.
The lecture will be accompanied
with a book signing session the day
of the lecture, and will take place at
the university's bookstore.
His book The Brain was designed to accompany a Public Broadcast
Sytem telecast of the documentary.
The Brain.
Restak begins his book The Brain:
The Last Frontier by reiterating the
prediction of two Noble Prize
laureates in Physics when they were
asked to guess the area of research
would win the Nobel Prize for
physics in the year 2000.
Both scientists replied brain
research.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
MON.-FRI
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SAT. 9-1
152 Killarney Lane - Room 101
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If your calculator needs
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Actor grapples
with character
in play 'Equus'
By Terri Martin
Staff writer
Robert "Buzz" Cornelison. a
senior theater arts major, said he
was a "stage-struck kid."
"I was always in church and
school productions.
/
"I remember playing Hansel in
'Hansel and Gretel' when I was too
young to even know what 'Hansel
and Gretel' was." he said.
Cornelison will get a chance to
continue his acting career when he
performs the lead role in the
university's production of Equus on
April 24-27.
Cornelison will play the role of Dr.
Mar in Dysart. a child psychiatrist'
in southern England.
According to Cornelison. he and
the character he portrays differ
greatly. "I'm 36 and he's 44." said
Cornelison. " I try not to be sarcastic
except in humor, but Dysart is
sarcastic about life."
"He (Dysart) believes his life has
shrunk, but I like to think my life
is always expanding." said
Cornelison.
Cornelison has performed in other
university productions, including
Tintypes and a 1967 production of
Once upon a Mattress, but said the
role of Dysart is the most difficult
he has played.
"Getting Dysart right is
difficult." said Cornelison. "He's
unhappy with his job, home life,
marriage and his own attitudes.
"He's suffering from what he calls
professional menopause, or what
we'd call burn-out."
Cornelison said the character is
also difficult because of the large
line load. "I 've never had a role that
required knowing so many lines." he
said. "Also, since the lines are
British, you can't paraphrase
because it would make them sound
American."
Cornelison was born in Richmond
and his family has always lived in
Madison County.
He said the university's location
influenced his decision to attend the
university in the late 60s.
"The location was part of the
reason." he said. He added that he
met some of the university's drama
faculty while he attended Madison
Central High School. "I was
impressed with the faculty's
enthusiasm. , .
"The university was close to my
home and I kew I'd be. happy here."
he said.
Cornelison
attended
the
university from 1966-1971. After
leaving the university, he returned
to his studies in the spring of 1984
and said he hopes to graduate this

summer.
According to Cornelison. the
university was much different
during the late 60's. "There was •
sense of tension," he said. "You
couldn't straddle the fence and try
to keep everyone happy or you
wound up making everyone mad."
He added that it was a time of
growth for the university. "It
seemed like there was always a new
building going up."
When Cornelison left the
university, he traveled to many
parts of the country.
"My scope of experience isn't only
limited to Richmond, and that
makes me appreciate Richmond
even more."
Cornelison said he enjoys
directing theater productions as
well as acting in them.
"I had a directing class last
semester and I learned some
important things," he said.
"I learned there is more to theater
than an nctor on a stage. The
director takes care of props, casting
and many other things."
He added he has a great
appreciation for people who direct.
"Everyone can
talk
semi
intelligently about an actor because
they can see how good the actor
does.
"Only a few people can have an
intelligent conversation about
directors." said Cornelison. "The
public should be educated about
directors and his responsibilities."
During his free time, Cornelison
said he enjoys playing the piano,
reading drama and watching movies
and plays.
He said he has little free time due
to his studies, play rehearsals and

Election time
brings dreams

Progress photo/James Morris

Buzz Cornelison takes a break from rehersals
working for his parents at a pottery
business that has been owned and
operated by his family since the
early 1800s.
"My father thought it was a
worthwhile project.'
Cornelison said the religious
connotations of the play appealed to
his Baptist parents. "My father and
I share the hope that people will see

themselves in the characters of the
play."
After graduation Cornelison will
probably continue to work in the
family pottery business. "I'm not
locked into it, but I realize how
crowded and specialized the world
is," said Cornelison.
"You need to be good at one thing
to insure your existence."

Concert choir to perform
Progress Staff Report
The University Singers and
Concert Choir will be performing
their Spring Choral Classic on April
14 at 3 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
According to David Greenlee,
conductor of the choirs, the Spring
Choral Classic will include Giovanni
Gabrieli's Jubilate Deo.
This work was written in the late
15th century, and was designed for
eight choral parts and eight
instrumental parts, said Greenlee.
The conductor said Jubilate Deo

will be performed in what is called tenor, Donnie Henrickson and bass.
John Szabo.
an artiphonal structure.
According to Greenlee, the setting
"In the cathedrals the concept
of the Mass includes the offices of
was that one choir answered the
the ordinary which includes the
other." said Greenlee.
The second number on the Kyrie, The Gloria, the Credo the
program will be Franz Schubert's Sophus el Bendictas.
Mass in B-Flat. This is the first time
this work has ever been performed
at the university, according to
Greenlee.
This number will feature both
A
%*
choirs and four soloists: soprano,
Johanna Smith; alto. Lisa Kidwell;

i
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It began as a practical joke, and
will probably end up lining some
trash can somewhere, but it was
exciting while we were inspired.
It all started in a classroom. We
needed two people to run for
president and vice-president of the
student senate. So of course myself
and Scott Rupp volunteered.
The idea that followed was that
we would campaign in one specific
college and get a block of votes.
Because of the apathy of the
students, we figured if we could just
get this one block of voters to turn- handbills made that tell what we
out, the positions would be ours. would do as the head of the student
We had never thought of senate. This was rejected simply
ourselves as powerbrokers, but this because we don't know what we
sounded like an opportunity that would do or what effect we would
hnve.
could not be taken lightly.
We were called 'aging hippies'
The teacher talked of how useless
the student senate was. and how early in the day. so perhaps our
little it accomplishes. This brought presence in the hallowed halls of our
a twinge of respect to my conscious. representative body would cause
"Scott," I said. "Maybe we many people to look at the society
should work from within, and only which they are surrounded by.
Maybe it would jerk students into
try for a senate seat this year."
Scott, who by now had the ('leam of looking at the angry aura of the less
a leader in his eyes said."No. Bob I fortunate, many of which are in
only want to be the figurehead or their own back yard.
We can say that we will make
nothing at all."
I agreed. It was time, in this last decisions as they need to be made.
We can't change destiny, but we can
week, to make our move.
Although this theory is unproven. ride along its currents, changing
we had the faith that the strategy direction when needed.
We wouldn't want the positions
would work. We. two unknown and
uncouth upstarts, could take so we could have something great to
put on a resume and impress a
university politics by storm.
Someone suggested our first step future employer. No. as Scott (who
should be the placing of posters in wants to he president) said, ''I
the targeted area. We at first liked wouldn't stoop that low."
Many students complain that
this idea for its two-fold purpose.
First it would announce our senate does nothing for the
candidacy, and second, it would students, which leads to their
grab people's attention. Un the apathy. Others claim students are.
poster would \>e myself and a pic- and always will be. ignored.
We can't answer to these
ture of Scott, with the caption which
read: "No substance, but charisma." complaints because, in our honest
Another slogan which may be used summation, we don't know if this is
in this campaign is "Let's put true.
But, if it is. we can change that.
amateur giddiness back into
With the help of student senate we
politics."
Although the poster idea was can act much like that of a new born
greeted with a positive laugh, others babe.
A baby cannot change its
felt we should have a spontaneous
rally in the Powell Building. We environment, and sometimes it does
could dress like Uncle Sam and not get the attention it deserves,
shake hands, while Grateful Dead but it can always wet its pants and
scream.
music blared in the background.
With action like that it is almost
This also would grab attention,
but another suggestion was made, assuredly guaranteed some much
but totally rejected, that we have needed attention.
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Baseball team wins
first three OVC games
By Jay Carey
Sports editor
With three home victories over
the University of Akron Zips, the
Colonel baseball team is atop the
Ohio Valley Conference Northern
Division tied with Morehead at 3-0.
In baseball, the OVC is divided
into two divisions -- Northern and
Southern.

The only conference games that
count towards the the OVC records
are those games within your own
division.
The Northern Division consists of
the Colonels. Morehead State,
Youngstown State and Akron, while
Tennessee Tech, Middle Tennessee.
Austin Peay and Murray Slate are
in the Southern Division.

Miles replaces
Brian as catcher
By Robert B. McCormack
Staff writer
John Miles is currently filling in
for regular starting Colonel catcher
Brad Brian, who just happens to be
his ' co-captain, roommate, and
former high school rival.
The senior right fielder from
I .onisvillc is catching for Brian, also
from l^ouisville. who is out of the
lineup due to back problems.
The computer system information
major and Brian, his co-captain,
spend a lot of time together on the
baseball diamond and off because
the two are roommates in Todd
Hall.
Before college, the two catchers
didn't really know each other, but
competed in baseball at their
respective high schools. Miles went
to Trinity while Brian attented
Xavier.
According to Miles, his career
began when he was in the third
grade and he played baseball on a
church little league team.
"In high school, I played right
field because I liked the long throw
back in field. At Eastern, I tried out
for the position of third baseman,
but it worked out better that I
played right field.'' said Miles.
Miles said he turned down a
scholarship offer from the
University of Louisville to play
baseball despite the fact that one of
his older brothers played there and
was later drafted to play
professionally for the Chicago
White Sox farm team.
"I heard that Eastern had a good
team with a new coach from
Stetson. Fla.. and that's supposed
to be a good area for baseball
players. I came down and 1 liked the
campus and the program," said
Miles.
At the plate. Miles is batting .357.
which is the second highest on the
team. However, at the start of the
season, his average was around
.200.
"Baseball is a weird game, players
go through slumps and have ups
and downs," said Miles.
Behind the plate, according to
Brian. Miles is doing a good job also
because the other two catchers are
freshmen and lack the leadership
that Miles has.
"Being a veteran of the squad, he

keeps things going well by being a
leader." said Brian.
"In the fall of last year. I was
voted to be team captain and
sometimes younger players ask me
stuff they wouldn't ask the coach."
said Miles, who is one of seven
seniors on the team.
Although Miles said he knew the
program well, he's still learning a lot
about the position of catcher.
"The catcher has a lot of
responsibility such as telling the
other players where to throw the
ball and knowing all of the different
plays. The catcher has the job of
running the whole show," said
Miles.
"Considering who he is filling in
for, he's done an excellent job." said
Clay Elswick. the first baseman.
.Elswick, a junior biology major
from Somerset, added that Miles
means a lot to the team and he is a
good friend that people can talk to
when they have a problem.
Miles said baseball takes up the
majority of his time, and the
remainder is devoted to his studies.
To improve his game at practice,
Miles
said
he
works
on
fundamentals such as hitting and
catching or whatever he feels bad
about on that particular day.
Baseball practice usually last
about three hours and with their
schedule, practice is scheduled every
other day.
"The most important things that
John gives to the team are his
enthusiasm and hustle, and he sets
a good example on and off the field,"
added Elswick.
After his college baseball career
comes to an end, Miles said he
would like to play professionally in
the major leagues for a team out
West, but he said it was a long shot.
According to Coach Jim Ward.
Miles is a quality college baseball
player who is playing out of positon.
but who has responded well to the
challenge.
"Miles is what we refer to as a
winning player, and by that I mean
he gets better when the game is on
the line." added Ward
Ward said Miles's hope of playing
Cfessionally is well within reach
ause he has a "major league
arm." but he may be limited by his
size and his strength.
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Last Friday, a day before the
OVC schedule began, the Colonels
hosted Austin
Peay
State
University of the Southern Division
According to baseball coach Jim
Ward, the Colonels were trailing
12-8 when the game was called in
the fifth inning.
"We felt like we were going to
come back in that one." Ward said.
The loss dropped the Colonels to
17-20 on the year.
"It was a mistake to schedule that
game, we didn't need n game the
day before conference play began;
but Austin Peay was in the area and
wanted one game -- and we do hate
to turn down the opportunity for a
game." Ward said.
Ward said Joel Stockford began
the pitching duties for the Colonels
in the contest, but Ward said he had
to take him out in the fourth inning.
On Saturday the Colonels took
two seven-inning games from the
Zips, then came back to win a nineinning game from Akron on Sunday.
"We feel good about the Akron
series." Ward said. "We had good
pitching and good defense, and
that's what you need to win.
"I don't think Akron can sweep
us. so we have the edge in that
series." he said.
He said Jeff Cruse pitched the
first game of Saturday's double
header.
Ward said the Colonels were
trailing Akron 5-3 in the sixth
inning, but exploded for five runs in
the bottom of the sixth.
The Colonels hung on to win that
game 8-5. raising their overall record
to 18-20. while winning the first
conference game of the year.
According to Ward, the Colonels
scored four runs in the bottom of the
first in the second game, and went
on to win 7-2. behind a complete
game by pitcher Brad Evans.
"That wa9 as well as he pitched
all year." Ward said of Evans.
The victory upped his record to
4-2 and lowered his earned run
average to 5.09.
Ward said he felt the early Colonel
lead helped Evans relax on the
mound.
"That's a big factor." he said.
"We played with a lead - we were
relaxed."
Ed Norkus started Sundays
game, but left after Akron tied the
score at 5-5 in the top of the ninth.
"They tied it in the top of the
ninth, but we won it it the bottom
of the inning." Ward said.
Bill Sherry came in as spot relief
and got credit for the win as the
Colonels scored the winning run in
the bottom of the ninth.
The victory raised Sherry's record
to 1-2, and helped drop his earned

run average to a team-low 4.02.

Ward said right fielder and
pitcher Scott Fromwiller singled,
and stole second and third.
Akron then intentionally walked
shortstop Troy Williams, who leads
the team with a .376 average.

By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Miami University of Ohio easily
defeated the Lady Colonels tennis
learn in a dual match Friday. 9-0.
According to women's tennis
coach Sandra Martin, a severe
thunderstorm and a tornado watch
in southwestern Ohio caused the
match to be moved to an indoor
facility at the Hamilton. Ohio
school.
She said match was interrupted
for over an hour due to the severe
weather, which caused the lights to
K<> out during play.
"It was a disrupted weekend."
Martin said. "It also was not the
l>est I have seen my team play. They
allowed the other players to
manipulate them.
"It was really strange for us - we
didn't have any concentration."
She said the team's lack of
concentration is evident in the
scores.
Although none of the nine
matches went to a third set. some
of the matches had very close first
sets.
"That's where our lack of
concentration is the most evident.
There were some very close first
sets, but the second sets weren't
nearly as close." she said.
Martin said the lack of
concentration was most evident in
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Hesselbrock lost the third-ranked
singles match to Joslin. 1-6. 0-6.
Waldron was defeated by Miami's
Voelker 2-6. 3-6. in the fourth-seeded
singles and Boyle defeated Lady
Colonel Mark in the fifth singles
match. 1-6. 3-6.
Parrella was shut-out in the sixthseeded
singles
match
by
Brozonovich, 0-6. 0-6.
Martin said the Lady Colonels will
host the University of Kentucky
today at 3:30 p.m.. at the Martin
Courts.
She said the match will be a
scrimmage of doubles team, with
numerous doubles matches planned
for the afternoon.

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CHURCH?
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got beat by better players - Miami
is a very strong team." Martin said.
"We knew they were strong going
in - there was no room for
mistakes."
Spangenberg lost the top-seeded
singles match to Shields, 4-6. 3-6.
while Porras lost the second-ranked
singles competition to Lowe. 1-6.
2-6.

Appearing Tonight.

'w to a Spring Break with a ...

Avall.bla it:

the number-one seeded doubles
match.
According to Martin. Kristi
Spangenberg and Claudia Porras
lost the first set to Miami's Vicki
Shields and Jill Joslin. 6-7.
She said Spangernberg and
Porras had many chances to win the
first set tie breaker, but lost 6-8.
"There were so many chances to
win that first set." Martin said. "We
just made the errors - they played
well but we just made the mistakes
in the tie-breaker.
"After that they were never really
in the second set." she said.
The Lady Colonels top-seeded
doubles team lost the second set 6-2.
Laura Hesslebrock and Jeannie
Waldron lost the second-seeded
doubles
match
to
Miami
University's Dori Voelker and Sue
Brozonovich. '2-6. 3-6.
Beckie Mark and Traci Parrella
lost the number three doubles
match to Cathy Ix>we and Kathleen
Boyle.
"Some of the players played very
well, stroked the ball well and just

aunjdy i iieye 6
,
Career Cla» 9.45 A M
Sunday Worship
Services 10 45 AM
Wednesday Evening
Bible Class '00PM

KEEP THAT NICE TAN

This ya«r treat your pushmower

Tuesday's game at Morehead was
canceled because Morehead's field
was frozen. Ward said.
He said the game will be made up
next Wednesday..The Colonels were
originally scheduled to play a single
game at Morehead on Wednesday,
but will now play a double header.

But the strategy backfired as
John Miles got an infield single to
score Fromwiller from third with the
winning run.
The Colonels are now 20-20
overall and 3-0 in the Northern
Division.

Women's tennis team loses

ZIM3G1B.

First and Water Streets

SPRING
^SFR
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Bobby Miranda avoids pickoff play

BEVERAGE SPECIAL
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Drinks Specials '75
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624-2852
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ISLANDUTANS
University bnopping Center

LADIES ALL YOU CAN DRINK
$3 811
Hot Legs Contest

2909 Richmond Rd Lex. Ky
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Board to decide
rifle team fate
this Saturday

Track teams
win events
By Jay Carey
Sports editor
The university men's ana
women's track teams collected
many first places in the Ohio
University Relays over the
weekend, while the men's team
picked up seven firsts in the Tom
Samuels Open Meet Tuesday.
The men's 4 x 100-meter relay
learn of Stan Pringle, Jerome
Dorsey, Kevin Johnson and Vince
Scott won the event in the OU
Kelays in 40.23.
The same team won the 4 x
200-meter in 1:25.6.
According to track coach Rick
Krdmann. the women's team nearly
won all the relay events, but was
disqualified in one event.
"They dominated the meet," he
said of the women's team.
Erdmann said the competition in
the men's events was a little stiffer
as 26 men's teams competed, but
only 15 women's teams.
Krdmann said the the women's 4
x 400-meter relay team was
disqualified because "one girl cut in
too early."
Thr women's distance medley
team of Barbara Wildermuth. Linda
Davis. Marilyn Johnson and Janiece
(iibson won the 3,200-meter event
with a clocking of 9:31.1.
According to Erdmann, the
women's sprint medley team,
consisting of Linda Dowdy, Tracy
Webb. Jackie Humphrey and Linda
Krye. came in second behind Ohio
University's sprint medley team.
The Lady Colonels finished in
I.-IK is while the winning OU team
finished the sprint medley in
1:47.86.
Freshmen
Donna
Schuh.
Charmaine Byer. Humphrey and

Frye won the 4 x 100-meter relay in
47.4.
Another freshman, Angie Barker
won the shot put with a toss of 47-8.
while Schuh won the long jump
competition with a leap of 17-11.
In the 110-meter hurdles.
Humphrey won the event in 14
seconds flat, while Dowdy came in
second with a time of 14.5.
Tuesday evening athletes from
Berea.
Louisville,
Western
Kentucky. Kentucky State.
Ausbury College and the Lay
Witness Track Club competed in an
orjen meet for men.
Erdman said the cold weather (itt
was 35 degrees during the Tomi
Samuels Open Meet) kept the timess
down. The Colonel's claimed both
first and second in 4 x 100-meter
relay, as the first team, composed of
Dorsey. Pringle. Johnson and Scott
won the event in 40.49.
The Colonel B team came in
second with a clocking of 42.59.
Colonel Andre Williams won the
400-meter dash with a tiem of 49.27.
while Roger Humphries won the
100-meter dash in 10.59.
Johnson and Humphries took
first and second in the 200-meter
dash.
Johnson won the event with a
time of 21.81, while Humphries was
second in 22.12.
The Colonels took first, second
and fourth in the 4 x 400-meter
relay. The Colonel A team,
consisting of Williams. Jeff
Goodwin, Pringle and Johnson, won
the relay in 3:23.40. while the
Colonel foreign team was second in
3.31.10.
Western Kentucky was third in
the event with a time of 3:35.80,
while the Colonel B team was fourth

P rogress

photo/Chuck Bogardus

Dave Holt attempts pole vault
with a time of 3:36.05.
Former Colonel senior basketball
forward Kenny Wilson won the high
jump competition with a leap of
6-10. while Colonel Laird McLean
was second with a jump of 6-8.
Colonel Dave Holt won the pole
vault competition with a vault of
13-0. while the four other
participants failed to make the
qualifying height of 12-0.
Holt was third in the shot put
competition. His toss of 36-4 was

three feet less than Berea's Jereme
Waller winning throw.
Anton Reece won the triple jump
with a combined total distance of
46-81 J. while Colonel Tim Crumbie
was third with a distance of 43-0'/i.
Bret DenHases was fourth in the
triple jump with a combined total of
41-6V
Both and men's and women s
track teams will compete in the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville,
Tenn. this weekend

White jumps for Colonel track team
Being close to his home in Berea keeping himself in shape.
"I practice about 10 to 12 hours
was also part of White's decision to
come to the university.
a week." he said.
"Eastern was the closest place
He said preparing himself
that filled my basic needs," he said. mentally for events is one of the
Although he was a walk-on hardest parts of training for him.
wanting to try out for the team.
Mental blocks about his events
White seems to have proven his are a "problem for White.
worth by winning last year's OVC
"I need to have time to get myself
indoor track athlete of the year for
his participation in the triple and mentally prepared. If I do bad in the
first heat. I have to get over that
long jump events.
White said this is his favorite before I try again," he said.
White said through training and
achievement because he showed
people and his peers just how good help from his track coach. Rich
Erdmann, he has almost totally
he really is.
White said he dedicates a great overcome his mental blocks.
Qualifying again for the OVC
deal of his free time to training and

By John Whitlock
Staff writer
In his senior year, track team
member Larry White seems to be
still going strong and reaching out
for more goals.
The Berea native has only been into track seriously since his senior
year in high school. He has been a
member of the university's track
team since his freshman year.
White said he came to the university because he got help from his
high school track coach.
"My track coach helped a lot. He
got me a tryout with the team
here." he said.
BUCCANEER
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journalism major from Ephrata. fa.
Rupp, one of four All Americans
on this year's team, chose the
university because it had a good
rifle program and offered a
journalism degree.
"It's really sorry, we're a pretty
successful team," he said "It really
shows a lack of support - that they
can't come up with the money."
Rupp said it bothers him not only
because his competitive collegiate
shooting career is over, but because
he helped recruit a high school
senior from Georgia to come to the
university next fall.
"I had him all but signed." Rupp
said. "I talked to him and his dad.
and just before we sent out a letterof-intent. we find out we won't even
have a team next year.
"Now all the scholarships at other
universities for next year are filled."
There is one question in particular
Rupp and I feel must be answered.
How can the athletic and other
administrators fly the football team
to Florida for a game next fall, but
won't put up the money so the rifle
team can have a coach?
Maybe this question should be
brought up in Saturday's Regents'
meeting.
I doubt if it will be.
I just think the Board ought to
consider how this five-digit budget
cut will affect the university
community.
It is the only sport on campus
which had 50 percent of its members
tabbed All-American.
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indoor track of the year, according
to White, would be a great
achievement for him.
"I'd like to win it because this is
my last year at school." White said.
Erdmann said White is a strong
leader and a good example in his
area.
"Larry is a good leader in his field,
which Is the long and triple jumps.''
Erdmann said.
White said he hopes to use his
degree in business management to
get a job at a large hotel.
"I want to try my hand at
becoming a hotel manager
someday.' White said,

Saturday, the Board of Regents
will convene for the second time this
year.
Only a fraction of the meeting
time will be spent dwelling on the
fate of about a dozen or so dedicated
individuals associated with the
university's rifle team.
More than likely, the Board will
go along with our president of three
months. Dr. Hanly Funderburk. and
will shoot down our glorious rifle I
team.
Over the last seven years, the
Colonel riflers have been in the top
six teams in the nation every year.
Their best finish was in 1981-82
when they placed third. This year
the team shot rather poorly for
them, and still ended up sixth in the
nation.
A prestigious sport which has
been
maintained
on
an
intercollegiate level at this campus
since the early 1950's will be cut.
due to financial considerations -- in
simple terms, the university will not
pay the additional funds needed for
a coach.
Because
of
"personnel
considerations." the ROTC
department, which has supplied the
team with a coach since its
inception, can no longer do so.
So where does that leave the team
members?
Without a coach or a team.
The decision hardly affects the
seniors on the team.
But how about the sophomores
and juniors?
Due to NCAA regulations, a
school which discontinues a sport
must continue to provide
scholarships for one year to those
athletes who are currently receiving
scholarships.
That gives the juniors one more
year under scholarship, but that still
doesn't help the sophomores -- it's
not much compensation for the
juniors, either.
"They pulled the rug out from
under us. said Scott Rupp. a junior

Tuesday:2 for I
Wednesday:Ladies Night
Friday:3 for I 5-8 p.m.
Saturday:$I
(Pitchers of Water)
From 5-8 p.m.
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Golfers finish
third in match

Tennis team
win matches
over weekend
By iay Carey ■
Sports editor
lorn lliKKins men's tennis learn
.plit i w<. malrhes over the weekend.
hut lo*l to the Ohio State Buckeyes
'i-ip ],ist Thursday.
It was one of our better
vM.k.nds. Itiggins said. "Even
IhoUKh Ohio Slate beat us 9-0. we
heat Akron 5-4. and Youngslown
li.-.ii us 45-4.'"
According to Higgins. the
ltu< kives proved lo be a superior
Irani, sweeping all nine matches.
( olonel Chris Smith lost the top
seeded singles match to Mike
Mamie. 4-6, 36 and OSU's Roger
Smith defeated Chris Brown in the
number-two
seeded
singles
competition. 1-6. 1-6.
I n the third-seeded singles match.
('olonel Chuck Jody lost to Buckeye
Mark Bedding. 1-6. 2-6.
OSU'a Richard Berry heat
Colonel Scott Patrick. 5-7. 3-6. in the
fourth seeded singles match, and
Colonel Brian Marcum lost to Jeff
Sparr 4-6. 0-6.
Todd Hammonds lost the sixthrated singles match to Dale
\\ vnkoop 1-6. 2-6.
Patrick and Brown lost to
Redding and Todd Weisman 4-6.
5-7. in one of the closer matches of
the day.
Winkoop and Homen beat Smith
and Hammonds in the second
doubles mutch. 6-4. 4-6. 2-6. in the
only three-set match of the
afternoon.
Marcum and John (irieve lost to
Handy Tarpoff and Joe Strohmeir.
2-6. ti-7, in the third-seeded doubles

competition.
On Friday the Colonels beat the
University of Akron Zips 5-4. to
raise their record to 5-11 overall,
while the Zips fell to 12-3.
Smith won the first singles match
6-4. 6-43 over Bill Kohut. while
Brown' lost the second-seeded
singles match to Zip Sanj Kalra. 6-4.
3-6. 6-4.
U.A.'s Martin .lunor beat Jody in
the third-seeded singles match 7-6.
6-3. while Scott Patrick lost two
close sets to Greg Atcn in the
fourth-rated singles competition.
4-6. 6-7.
Marcum easily defeated Tony
Catlin in the number-five singles
match. 6-2. 6-4. for the second
Colonel victory.
Hammonds came from behind in
the sixth-seeded singles competition
to defeat Jim Park. 2-6. 6-0. 7-5. to
even the singles competition to
three wins by each school.
Patrick arid Brown beat Kohut
and Junor in the first doubles
match. 6-2. 4-6. 6-3. for the fourth
Colonel win. but Smith and
Hammonds fell to Kalra and Aten
4-6. 7-5. 3-6. in the second doubles
match.
In the decisive match of the day.
(irieve and Marcum beat Catlin and
Park handily. 6-1.6-2. clinching the
Colonel victory.
Smith lost a close three-set maUrli
to Y.S.U.'s Paul I^eeber in Saturday's top-seedod singles match at
Youngstown.
Smith lost the first and third sets
7-6. but won the middle set 6-3.
Brown defeated Phil Kaufmann

By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Coach Lew Smithers' golf team
finished third over the weekend in
the Eagle Classic Golf Tournament
at Kentucky Dam Village in
Gilbertsvilie.
The University of TennesseeMartin and Morehead State tied for
first in the toumey with a 755
stroke total each, followed by the
Colonels with 760.
Middle
Tennessee
SUM
University was fourth with 765
while Austin Peay was Fifth with
771.
Murray State was sixth with 784
and Tennessee Tech was seventh
with 785 total strokes.
"Were showing an improvement
every time we go out," Smithers
said. "Everybody played well, and
we are still showing signs of
improvement."
Bruce Oldendick led all Colonel
golfers with 186 strokes, good for
fourth place individually, while

Progress photo/James Morris

Chris Smith works on backhand
6-3.6-2 in the second-seeded singles
match, but Thad Hawkes beat Jody
in the third-ranked singles
competition. 4-6, 6-4. 3-6.
YSU's Rick Beachy beat Patrick
in the fourth-rated singles match
6-1. 5-7. 6-4.
Marcum beat Al Redmond in the
fifth-seeded singles match. 6-2. 6-1
Hammonds won the sixth-seeded
singles match over Mike Haggerty

6-7. 6-3. 7-5.
Patrick and Brown lost to Leeber
and Redmond in the first doublesmatch 5-7. 3-6. while Marcum and
Grieve lost the third-seeded doubles
match to Beachy and Haggerty. 4-6.
6-4. 6-7.
Smith and Hammonds won the
second-seeded doubles match over
Youngstown's Kaufmann and
Hawkes. 6-4. 7-6.

Staff writer
Many linns during I he course of
our lives, wr are forced to make
important decisions that can easily
affect the remainder of our lives
Damn Parrett. a sophomore
majoring in marketing' WHS
confronted with such a decision in
high school: a choice between his
tWo favorite sports - baseball and

Roll

In the fourth grade 1 really got
serious about golf," he said.
Around high school I had to make
a decision because both were in the
same season and I couldn't play
boll) "

He chose golf It seems he made
the right choice.
A Parrett. who has played golf since
lie was six. has been "at or near the
top" since he began competing in
organized golf.
Now Parrett is co-captain of the
golf team and is ranked second of 11
players, behind only Bruce
Oldendick.

scholarship.
Before attending the university,
he had competed in several
tournaments
including
the
Kentucky Open, the Kentucky
State Amateur and the Arlington
Junior, which he won at age 17.
Now Parrett gets to travel with
the- golf team each weekend to
compete in tournaments in N|«k
Carolina. South Carolina. Ohio^nd
West Virginia.
Every day Parrett eon be found
practicing on the ArfSngton golf
course from 1 p.m. until dark.
Parrett's best one-round score is
65. while he has an average of 76.19.
Most recently. Parrett was ninth
in the Eagle Classic in Kentucky
Dam Village. He was the second
leading shooter for the Colonels,
who finished third.
. Most of Parrett's family golfs, but
he said his real inspiration comes
from his father.
Danny Parrett
Parrett began his early career by
A
sophomore
from
practicing on a driving range in
Klizabethtown. Parrett is one of the
eight team members who receive a Texas which his father owned.

fu<$unj?Fioppe
310 E. Main St.(Beside Central Liquor)

Tired Of Waiting For A Tan?
At Sun Shoppe There Is
No Waiting For An Appointment
We Will Schedule Convenient
Times For You Call 623-8110

KILLARNEY
SQUARE
Nrxt to Holiday Inn

LARGE SELECTION
DISCONTINUED ATHLETIC SHOES
SAVE 30% to 70%

Parrett received coaching early in
his career as he played golf daily
with the club pro's wife.
Now in college. Parrett has found
combining studies with spots is no
real problem.
"There's time there if you're
willing to take it. I've been taking
my books on the trips - that helps."
he explained.
He said he chose the university
because "it's close and they've got
a real good golf program. It's the
best around -- the best in
Kentucky."
At the university. Parrett seems
to blends in well with the team and
said he enjoys learning under new
golf coach Lew Smithers of
Sarasota. Fla.
"He's a really nice guy. He tries
to do a lot for us." Parrett said.
Smithers said he considers Parrett a valuable member of the team.
"We look to him for leadership
and helping others improve."
Smithers said. "He helps get things
done."

Greg Stotlemyer. the station's
sports director, will call the play-byplay with university sports

If the Colonels, currently 20-20
overall and 3-0 in the Ohio Valley
Conference Northern Division, win
the Northern Division and host the
OVC tournament. WEKY will air
those games, including any games
the Colonels will play in the NCAA
South Region.

information director Karl Park and
assistant sports information
director Jack Frost alternating
games as color analyst.

At all Colonel home games, a
special "gate prize" will be awarded
to a lucky Colonel fan. chosen in the
middle of the fifth inning.

Seven remaining Colonel home
baseball games will be aired live on
Richmond's local radio station.
WEKY-AM.
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$8-$ 10 Per Visit

Wed. (In House Special)Lasagna. Soup or Salad
And Garlic Bread Only $2.99

Garlic Bread only $1.99

On April 16. when the Colonels
host Morehead State's Golden
Eagles, many prizes concerning the
Louisville Redbirds wil be given
away.
On the 16th, the first 150 fans
entering the bleachers will receive a
free Louisville Redbird tumbler.
Later in the game, two tickets for
the Redbirds' gomes on April 27 and
28 will be given away along with
lodging in Louisville for one night.

Earn Extra Cash Donating Plasma

Sun.. Mon & Tues- SPECIAL
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On April 14. when the Colonels
host Youngstown State, the firstever Father-Son. Father-Daughter
game will be held and additional
prizes will be given away. They
include two complimentary steak
dinners.
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In the future, Parrett said he
plans to pursue golf as a career and
go as far as he can in the sport.
"I'd like to stay in the business
somehow." Parrett said. "It just
depends on how I progress."
Smithers said he has seen a
"sharp improvement" in Parrett's
game over the last two years and
sees him as "a fine young man with
a lot of ability - and with a lot of
hard work that ability will come to
the top."

Mama Lee's Pizza

Sun. (In House Special)
Baked Riggotoni &

"When OVC times come, we'll be
the team to beat." he said.
Today the Colonels will leave for
Marshall University for a meet with
many of the same teams which
competed in the Colonel Classic last
month.
"It will give us a chance to see
how much we've improved since our
classic." Smithers said
The teams competing at Marshall
are Ohio State. Michigan State.
Marshall. Bowling Green State
University (Ohio). Kentucky, the
University of Louisville. Northern
Michigan. Eastern Michigan
Central Michigan. Murray and
Morehead.

Seven home games
to be aired on WEKY

Parrett made choice, golf over baseball
By Robert Faulkner

sophomore Danny Parrett was
ninth with 191 strokes.
Fred Mattingly was 13th with a
total of 192 and Pat Bertnett was
16th with a total of 194.
"We were more consistent."
Smithers said. "All rounds were in
the 70s except for two in the first
round." he said. "Thais much
improvement in consistency.
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Made the difference

Encouragement helped Losey
By Frank Enlow
Staff writer
When you show promise as a
kid. sometimes all it really lakes
tn achieve your goal laler in life
is hard work and encouragement
from some very special people.
Doug l.osev the senior lefthanded pitcher for the university.
seems to exemplify this.
Losey hails from Highland
Heights and went U) Newport
Catholic. This senior majoring in
construction technology said he
teels early encouragement made
■ill the difference.
"I've Urn playing baseball
since I was seven. My only coach
was my dad. He played second
base in high school and he was
really good, at least they say he
was good.
"He went to some try out« amps
for the Keds but he didn't make
it He really enjoys baseball." said
I.osey.
1 aoaey said he felt that through
the efforts of Coach Ward, he
finally decided to come to the
university and play some ball.
"I really chose here because of
the atmosphere. Coach Ward
came to my house and watched
me play and came to a few of the
games. He realy impressed me
and my parents.
1 went to other college such as
U.K. and Morehead and met other
coaches, with my parents, but my
parents never really went in on
the decision making process.
They supported my decision
whatever it would be." said

Lossy.
Coach Jim Ward said he felt
Ix>scy was an exceptional player
and even in high school showed
great promise.
In high school he had several

good schools recruiting him hard.
He had an excellent record and
had good family influence. I was
impressed by his family's support
and his outstanding record.
"He really gave me a positive
impression. I was impressed by
his ability, competitiveness and
his attitude. He impressed me as
a person." said Ward.
Ix>sey said he feels the team is
really a powerhouse of athletics,
and that it has a lot of potential.
"The conference is in April and
we are really just trying to build
to a peak and try to win that."
Losey said.
He said of all the experiences he
has had on the field, a couple of
high school memories stick out in
his mind.
"This
was
the
school
championship at Boone County.
It was the first no-hitter I had
ever pitched with 16 strikeouts.
The second was a double-A
knothole ball and the finals were
in Cincinnati.
"I threw another no-hitler and
we wound up losing. Bases were
loaded and a guy walked and we
lost 1 to nothing." said Losey.
I^osey has a 3-2 record so far
this season in eight appearances.
He has started five games for the
Colonels. His career standing is
7-3. He has been injured in two
consecutive seasons.
While facing 163 batters so far
this year. I-oaey has hit only one.
and has one wild pitch to his
credit.
He has been perfect fielding the
ball, earning three assists in only
three attempts.
This season he has pitched 37.2
innings, giving up 34 runs (30 of
them were earned) on 62 hits, for
an earned run average of 7.17.

Progress photo/Charles PendJaton

Senior pitcher Doug Losey
This season he has given up 10
homeruns. walked 11 and has
struck out 26.
Coach Ward said he had 3-0
record in 1983 and a 1.61 earned
run average which really led the
team, and he pitched very effectively in the OVC and the NCAA
tourney.
"He really has excellent
movement on his fastball, and he
has developed an outstanding
changeup. Doug really gives good
positive senior leadership within
the team.
"He really is a quality guy."
said Ward.

Quickness key to talent
By Suzanne Staley
Staff writer
The university was not the first
university Angela "Chocolate"
Fletcher chose to play for in
women's
basketball.
Fletcher played basketball for two
years at Roane State Community
College in Harmon, Tenn.
She was recruited last year by the
university.
The 5 9 junior from Chattanooga.
Tenn.. majors in physical education
with a minor in biology.
Fletcher plays both forward and
guard.
"She is a natural athlete. She is
ihe type of player that makes things
happen." said Coach Diane Murphy.
Teammate Carla Coffey also
agrees about Fletcher's abilities.

The Eastern Progress accepts
classified ads only with advance
payment. Rate: $1.00 per 10
words. For information call
6221872.
New Nurse's Uniforms &
NurseMate Shoes at
VEE ANN'S 226 E. Main
GOVERNMENT HOMES from
SLOP. (U Repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call
80&«87-6000 Ext. GH-4673 for
more information.
Mr*****************
FOF RENT: Small apartment
off Lancaster. Private, quiet.
Partially or totally furnished.
Available May - September ONLY. Contact: 624 1085 or
623-1618.
*w***w*****»*w*»**ww
COMPATIBLE?
Accurate
Computer analysis of relationships. It's all in the stars. So
send us two names and birthdates. Only S2.00. DO-DA
, GIFTS, 4062 SE. 82ND,
PORTLAND. OREGON 97266.

" 1 think she is a pure athlete. We
really needed somebody to play
when a player gets hurt. She fills in
really well." said Coffey.
Fletcher's greatest strengths
appear to lie in her rebounding and
shooting.
"She is an exceptional shooter
and an exceptional defensive player.
She has tremendous quickness.'
said Murphy.
Coffey said. "She can guard oi
play underneath and rebound."
"She is constantly making the bij
plays." said Murphy.
The most points scored in a gaim
for Fletcher is 32 points for the
university and 37 points at Roane
State.
Fletcher said she considers her
best game to be the one against
Akron.

Hair Cuts & Perms By
Professional Licensed
Hairdressers VEE ANN'S
6234)096
*w*ww«www**»www#*ww*
RECORDSMITH Buys USED
albums in excellent condition.
6234058.

CASH - We Buy or Loan MoneyOn Gold, Diamonds, TV's,
Gnns, Movie Projectors, Electric Typewriters, Binoculars,
Power Tools, Sewing Machines,
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc.
Johnson Diamond Exchange.
717 Big Hill Ave. - (Next to
Druthers) 623-4535.

MM****************

POWER STATION $5.99 this
week at RECORDSMITH on
the By Pass.
********************

MAXELL,
TDK.
FUJI
Chromium - 90 $2.99 each at
RECORDSMITH. 628-5068.

Herbal Weight Loss
Program $29.95 for a months
supply.VEE ANN'S 6280096

Long. Healthy Nails.Try
Our Nail Magic. It Works!
VEE ANN'S 226 E. Main

*•»*•*••**««»**»*»****
HOWARD JONES Dream Into
Action $5.99 this week at
RECORDSMITH.
♦Mi****************

"I took control of the game. I did
what I had to do because we wanted
to win the game." said Fletcher.
The walls of Fletcher's room are
covered with the posters of favorite
basketball players, especially Dr. J.
"I love the way he moves on the
court." she said.
Fletcher said it is difficult to have
any type of free time to herseU
during basketball season.
By the time she catches up with
tests and assignments missed from
one road trip, another road trip
begins.
She said it was hard to keep up
with the schedule.
Fletcher became interested in
basketball while attending high
school.
She said she has never since lost
her love for the game.

KENNY LOGINS Vox Humana GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000
$5.99
this
week
at
- $50.000fyr. possible. All occupaRECORDSMITH.
tions. How to find Call
r* 805487-6000 Ext. R-4673.
TRUCK DRIVERS NEEDED
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE.
CALL 513-563-9647.

NEED A TYPIST? $1.00 Per
Page. Call 622-2639.
t**riitMt**HrM*M
IHAL-A-BIBLE-MOMKNT.
messages
change
daily
624-2427.

•a-******************
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l.osev seems to return high
regards toward his coach. "He
really shows a lot of discipline,
lie encourages us to shave daily
and to always make sure that our
hair is cut and combed."
He really wants to make us
responsible adults as well as good
ball players. We have fun playing,
but he benefit is becoming a
better person." said Losey of
Ward.
Losey said he has no plans to
forget ball when he graduates, but
a job is what is on his mind right
now.
"I would like to get a job in
Cincinnati or a larger city such as
Dallas or Houston. 1 am sure I
will play in the summer; there is
no way I could give it up totally.
1 could probably play in the beer
leagues." said Losey.

13

Parents get credit
for athlete's drive
By Glen Daves
Suff writer
This season, for the first time
in four years. Chuck Jody is not
ranked number one on his tennis
team.
The reason he isn't, is because
Jody is now playing for the
university rather than for Corhin
High School, where he was the
number one seed.
Jody said he has been playing
tennis since he was 13 and said
he finds the competition in
college m ich tougher than it was
in high school.
"There is all the difference in
the world between college and
high school. The competition
here is a whole lot Miner," he
said.
Stiff competition is something
that Jody has seen before. He
made it to the state tournament
both his junior and senior years
of high school.
The 19-year-old freshman was
seeded 10th in the state his
senior year. He made it to the
third round before being knocked
off by Kirk Swauger of
l^xington.
Like most other athletes who
start young. Jody said his
parents played a key role in his
development as a young tennis
player.
"My dad taught me most
everything I know about tennis.
He coached me all my life and
took me to tournaments when I
was younger," he said.
Jody said his parents are still
important to him and his game.
"They are one of the reasons
that I came here to play tennis.
"I was recruited by Murray.
Indiana State. Kast Tennessee.
Northern Kentucky and a few
others.
"I was planning on going to
Murray but it was so far away
that my parents couldn't come
and watch me play." he said.
Since the univ« rsitv wn« np.lv

!>0 minutes from his hometown of
Corfoin and he already knew ,i
couple of guys on the Irani. J««i>
sail! he divided to come here
"I like it here. The team gels
along exceptionally well We MM
only play together, but we run
around together in our spanlime." he said.
He said the university's tennis
coach also influenced his
division.
"I also like Coach lliggins. Ibis one of the reasons w hy I came
here, lie is fair easy going aril
communicates with I he player*
well." he said.
Coach lliggin . said he is also
glad Jody came to the university.
"He has been a pleasant
surprise. We have a voung team
that is doing a lot of improving.
Chuck has improved a much as
anyone." said lliggins
So far this season. Jody has
won two matches and lost four.
"I don't emphasize v. on-lost
records as much as a player's
improvement." said lliggins
"He has a long way to go
before he can be a winner in this
conference, but he is on the right
track."
He said the main renon for
Judy's improvement is how hard
he works in practice.
"tie is very coachahle anil
works hard." said lliggins.
Jody. who now plays only
singles, said he hopes the hard
work will pay off especially in his
doubles game.
"Hedoesn't feel comfortable at
the net. As soon as he does he
will start playing (doubles)." said
lliggins
Although it is a lot tougher
competition. Jody said he hasn't
lei the change gel to him.
"1 don't really get nervous.
I've played so many matches
they don'I Imther me any more.
"It's just like eating breakfast
- you get used to doing It," he
said.
,

AVOID LONG LINES!

PRE-REGISTER TEXTBOOKS SUMMER OR FALL

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww***
START YOUR CAREER NOW
- Earn money and work on Fortune 300 Companies' marketing
programs on campus. Part-ti ne
(flexible) hours each week. We
five
references.
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-800-2480679.

********************

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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NO CASH • NO OBLIGTION • NO HASSLE
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(All books fully returnable)
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King elected
RHA president

(Ji i .■ ■ .'

. . • • find a variety of -vays to keep in shape. Tracy
•
• - n th< Begley building; Greg Klein, above,

nft /.
in 'h( Weave

k-nts practicc• plies in a modern dance class
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By Teresa HiU
News editor
Melissa King was elected president of the Residence Hall Association's Governing Board last week.
King is a junior computer science
major from Burlington.
She
served
as
both
a
representative and an executive
member of the organization when it
was Women's Interdorm. and was
vice president and president of
Women's
Residence
Hall
Association.
One issue King hopes to deal with
during her year as president is the
establishment of judicial boarda in
each residence hall.
Under the proposal, students who
have been written up for minor
offenses in the hall would appear
before a judicial board in their own
hall to determine what actions
would be taken against the student.
King said students who wished to
appeal would take their cases to Dr.
J. Howard Allen, dean of student
development.
Allen's office currently handles all
student disciplinary cases.
According to King, a judiciary
board has just been established in
Dupree Hall this semester.
She said in talking with
administrators and hall directors,
she had found most people are in
favor of handling hall disciplinary
oroblems within the halls.

King said next year will be a very
important one for the Residence
Hall Association.
"People are going to be watching
us very closely to aw how we work
things out.'' said King.
The Men's Residence Hall
Association and the Women's
Residence Hall Association just
merged this spring.
King said she thought the move
would strengthen the organization
because before a lot of the things
they did duplicated each other, but
now they can work together.
"This year we've been in a
transition period, but we've been
working toward this for a long time.
"We're not going into this blind.''
she said.
The organization's main goal is to
work on any problems in the
residence hall and to improve living
conditions.
King said she also hopes to
establish a hot-line for students to
call with any complaints about
problems in the halls.
Other new officers include Mary
Helen Ellis, vice president; David
Goeings, secretary; and Michael
Evans, treasurer.
Hall elections for seats on next
year's Residence Hall Association
will be held in some halls during the
next few weeks.
Other
halls
won't
elect
representatives until next fall.

Police beat
The following reports were made
to the Division of Public Safety last
week. This report contains only
those reports involving university
students and personnel:
March 2ft

\

block of Brockton. The fire department
responded and said the smell of smoke
appeared to be coming from a warm
refrigerator motor.
Terra Miller. Case Hall, reported a
textbook had been taken from her room.
It was valued at S26.

Officer Stephanie Wetvl reported the
antennaes of seven vehicles in the
Commonwealth Lot had been bent.

Trad Johnston, Walters Hall, reported
S20 in cosh had been taken from her

Mark Elam. Dupree Hall, reported his
car had been entered while parked in
Alumni Coliseum. An AM/FM cassette
player and two speakers valued at $275
had been taken.

Christopher Terry. Keene Hall, was
arrested and charged with driving under
the influence.

Phillip HIU. Commonwealth Hall,
reported his wallet had been taken from
his room. It contained $12 in cash.

Steven Scnilfiarth. Todd Hall,
reported several items of his clothing had
been taken from the laundry on the ninth
floor of Todd Hall. The clothing was
valued at f 108.

Cindy Dosser. Walters Hall, reported
S20 in cash had been taken from her

April 2:

April 4:
March 30:
Barrie Baker Jr., a student from
Richmond, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence.
April I:
Beth Cleaver, a resident of Brockton,
reported the smell of smoke from the 200
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Buy One PIZZA |
Get One FREE! i
Buy any Size Original •Round Pizza at
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free with this coupon!

I
539 Mahafffey Drive
I
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I
JU^(&mM&&m\I
J
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OPEN Sun. - Thurs 11 a.m. • 1 a.m.,
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
EXPIRES 4-30-85
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, Ifvou're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713.
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Eric Brown, a student from Richmond,
was arrested and charged with being
drunk in a public place and possession
of marijuana.

The Eastern Progress

Our Catalog contains detailed descriptions of
14.278 research papa** A virtual library of
information al your fingertips Lei this valuable
educational aid serve you throughout your
college years Our papers are lime-proven
winners Footnote and bibliographic pages are
included at no extra coat Ordering a research
paper is aa easy as ptcktng-up your phone
•jMsareh Aosa»as*e*ataop'ovKWacuitomif*4r
— *»
and thasta assistance Out tttfl o* "> pro*
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research needs
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Chris Meinhart. a student from
Richmond, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence and
possession of marijuana.
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Three Advertising Representatives
Circulation Manager
Business and Communications Majors
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Applications available in The Progress office (Room 117, Donovan Annex).
Application deadline is April 12,1985.
For more information contact Marilyn Bailey at 622-1880 or Lisa Frost at 622-1882.
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Car
thefts
rampant I

Spring Expo
set for April 18
provide is live entertainment
throughout the day.
•The WFMI sound system wiU be
at Expo 85 as well as our own.
Cowhig said.
The senate will also be providing
free ice cream and sponsoring an air
band contest for students.
The office of Student Activities
has also scheduled a mime to
appear.
Hundley said the prize for the
airhand contest will be a cash
donation
to
the
winning
organization or to a charity selected
by the organization.
"Traditionally we've had a fairly
good response." said Cowhig. He
said Student Senate is hoping for an
equal response this year.
Anne Allegrini. a sophomore and
a member of Student Senate, said
she enjoyed the Spring Fling last
spring and is looking forward to this
year's Expo.
She also said she intends to
participate in the Student booth and
the air band contest.
Expo 86 was formerly known as
Spring Fling, according to Cowhig.
He said the event has been held for
about the past five years.
The reason for changing the
name, according to Cowhig. is to
promote
more energy
and
enthusiasm.
"Also il is an exposition of sorts,
with the craftsmen displaying their
Division of Special Programs at
works.'' said Cowhig.
622-144-4.
"This year we hope to get more
students involved more. The air
band contest should bring some
participation from students." he
said.
Spring Expo 85 will be held April
The Student Special Services Pro18 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
gram is seeking students to workAll proceeds from the event used
ed as tutors for the Fall semester.
Tutors will be trained and may to be donates to a national charity
cam pay and/or ESE 307 elective but beginning this school year, the
money is being donated to the
credit.
Tutors are needed in English com- student emergency food fund.
Hundley said the event usually
position.literature, social sciences,
raises about $500.
natural sciences, business core,
Space for a booth can still be
math and computer science.
Students interested in applying purchased for $15. Participants may
should first check their eligibility for still sign up for the airband contest.
Anyone
needing
further
student work study through the
information concerning Expo 85
Financial Assistance Office.
Eligible students will find applica- should contact the Student Senate
tions and interview appointments office in Room 121 of the Powell
Building or call at 1724.
available through Special Services.
In case of rain, the expo will be
University Building rooms 1 and 5
postponed until April 24.
or by calling 6221047.

By Rebecca Bottoms
Staff writer
Spring is here and Student Senate
is ushering it in with the Spring
Kxpo 85.
Mark Hundley, chairman of Expo
85, said the event has become a
tradition with senate.
Expo 85 is set for April 18 in the
area surrounding the Meditation
Chapel area.
Expo 85 is a crafts fair for
students, said Tim Cowhig. senate
president.
He said the crafts fair is to let
artists and craftsmen show and sell
their goods.
However, this is not all that wdl
be taking place at Expo 85. Cowhig
said many student organizations,
clubs, sororities, and fraternities
will be setting up booths and
participating in Expo 85.
Some student groups will be
selling goods to promote their
organizations.
Another service the senate will

( iintiniK'H from Page One)

,i few more because ol the size but
.ill of the lots are affected."
I.indquist said most of the thefts
lend to OCCW around breaks from
classes.
"Generally, the people who commit the crimes are non-university
people but it's not always the case."
lie said. "Sometimes university
students steal from the curs
"They want to go to Florida or
t hey want to buy presents so they
steal something they can pawn for
money." he said.
In order to prevent thefts or vandalism, the division has "stakeouts"
at various parking lots at different
limes.
Progress pholo/Rob Cerr
"Without going into detail. 1 will
say that we conduct the stakeouts
View from the stacks
on a random basis."' he said.
,i jui
.i:i from
■
rVdi-rson
"We do them in all the lots, any Dcsptti .-..um temperatures in the library i
kind of weather, but they are done
Ashland took ,. little time to choose a book lot .i
randomly.
"We couldn't possibily watch all I
the lots all the lime." he said. "We
just don't have the manpower."
The chances of recovering items
stolen from automobiles are
generally not terribly good" according to I.indquist'
"The best chance of recovering
the item is to catch the thief in the
act." he said.
students, resources, facilities, highlight federal and state laws and
Students should, according to
suggestions on avoiding criminal
program review and planning.
I.indquist. take every available
struck
precaution to avoid these thefts.
11 will be held April :10. May 2 and
"Education in the Federal
"If you've got a car that has the
May I
Republic of Germany" and "The
hood release on the outside, you
Role of the Federal Republic of
should probably get that changed to
Germany in Europe Today" are the
an interior hood release." he said.
topics of two lectures to be given
"Also, the old style door handles
A pistol course offered by the
The second annual Math/ComApril 18.
with the lock knobs can create a proBirger Uhl. a professor and Division of Special Programs will IK- puter Science High Schixil Teachers
blem. Thiefs can use a coat hanger
visiting German language specialist taught at the end of this month.
Workshop will be held at the univerto get the doors open.
The course was developed by the sit) April 2b.
at the University of Louisville, will
"We recommend that the locks be
Hie workshop, which is sponsored
speak .ilM nil the educational system National Rifle Association for
changed to ihe new style that canof the Federal Republic at 11:45 citizens who own handguns
by the Department ol Mathematics,
not be raised."
Statistics and Computer Science
a.m. in Dining Room F of the Powell primarily for personal or family
I.indquist said the thieves will
and the Department of Curriculum
Cafeteria.
protection.
look for the easy mark and these
It is designed to provide basic
Her discussion of the Federal
anil Instruction, will run from9 a.m.
items are often reasons they choose
Republic's role in Europe will be instruction in safe handling and use to 12:15 a.m. in the Perkins
to rob a particular car.
held at 3:110 p.m. in the Kennamer
of nandguns.
He also suggests parking in well
Building.
The workshop, whieh is free and
Room of the Powell Building.
Other lopics include selection of
lighted areas if possible and engrav
open to secondary school teachers
Uhl. who studied history and
handguns and ammunition and
ing valuables.
Fnglish at the University of their function, methods of proper
and teacher educators, will include
"If we take precautions, then we
Tubingen, is in the United States on
several sessions on applying comhandling and safe shooting.
can work toward eliminating the
a program sponsored by the
fundamentals of practical shooting,
puter programs to the classroom.
problem." said I.indquist.
Fulbrighl Commission, the German care and safe storage. It will also
For more information contact the
Marshall Fund of the U.S.A and the
*—.
:
~
Council on International Education.
For more information contact pr.
Sylvia Rurkhart at 622-1004.
Progress staff report
A conference to create a stronger
faculty voice by college and
university faculty members is set
for April" 19 and 20.
The meeting is being sponsored
by the Congress of Senate and
The teacher education programs
Faculty leadership ICOSFLI. a at the university have received
statewide body formed to give accreditation from the National
faculty members an avenue to Council for Accreditation of Teacher
discuss relevant issues, and will be
Education.
held in the Capitol Plaza Hotel in
Both the undergraduate and
Frankfort'.
graduate programs received
According to university COSFl.
accreditation.
representative Dr. Richard Freed,
The
university's
teacher
associate professor of English, the education programs are accredited
meeting is the first attempt"" to
organize a large body of state until Sept. 1. 1992- They were
r-rrar,ier
members
of
the
university faculty members.
"It is the first lime that the accreditation association in 1954.
In making its accreditation
faculty of the state gets to come
decisions
the council uses a rigorous
together to discuss matters of
mutual concern." said Freed. "It is ' set of criteria, including the goveran attempt to create a stronger nance of basic programs, curricula
of basic programs, faculty.
faculty voice."

News capsule
German professor
to speak next week

Pistol course offered
by Special Programs

Math teachers
workshop set

Tutors sought
for fall semester

COSFL to meet

Teacher program
receives accreditation

Dr. W.R. Isaacs
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Back pain has
no fast cure

ROTC
to get
'wings'
By Suzanne Staley
Staff writer
Freshmen and sophomores can
take advantage of Air Force ROTC
classes for the first time.
Students interested in the Air
Force ROTC currently have to drive
up to the University of Kentucky to
all end classes, according to Col.
Kenneth Thompson. U.K. Air Force
ROTC officer.
"Transportation is a problem with
the program." said Thompson.
The new program will allow
freshmen and sophomores to attend
classes on campus rather than
making a trip to U.K.
Juniors and seniors will still
attend Air Force ROTC classes at
U.K. until enrollment reaches a
point where it would enable a set of
teuchers to remain on the campus.
Thompson said he will travel
down to Kastern on Mondays to
teach the classes.
There are presently five cadets in
the Air Force ROTC program at the
university.
Thompson said the program
should generate some interest from
sludents.
"My feeling is that there will be
a large interest in the program." he
said.
Some Army ROTC officials see
t he new program to be a good asset
for the university.
According to Mai. James
Alspaugh. enrollment officer in the
military science department,
different students have different
needs. The Air Force's program will
benefit one group of people while the
• Army ROTC will benefit another
group, he said.
Col. Oonnie Courson. professor of
military science at the university,
said the program will keep students
at F.astern rather than possibly
losing them to universities which
have strong Air Force programs.
1 thoroughly support the
program." he said.
Courson said the program could
only !>enefit the university, since the
money for tuition, books, food and
other miscellaneous expenses will
stay at the university or in the
Richmond community.
Alspaugh said there should not be
any affect on the size of the Army
ROTC program with the introduction of the Air Force program.
lie said the Army ROTC is so
strong that the effects, if any. would
be minute.
The Army ROTC program at the
university is 49 years old. This past
year about 350 students were
involved in the military science
program.
Alspaugh predicts the fall
program will exceed 1.000 students.
The military science program at
the university is ranked 15 out of
349 colleges in the nation with
Armv ROTC programs.
The Air Force ROTC program
classes are listed as Aerospace
Studies on page 27 of the 1985 Falf
schedule book.

Low back pain -- the bane of our
society. If you don't have it when
you're 25, you will by. the time
you're 35.

Progress photos/Rob Carr

Puppy love
|.m Friend "a sophomore business ma|Of trom Louisville, •:■•'
werr playing in frortl of the Powell Building

iP-"1

Cha

rhe two friends

Nuclear issue debated
keep peace. One problem, he said
was the world has no international
policy.
Dr. Bruce MacLaren. chairman of
"No nation completely trusts
the natural science department: Dr. another which creates a internaRon Messerich. associate professor tional jungle." he said.
of philosophy and religion, and Dr.
Miller said the United States
Robert Miller, chairman of the should continue the production and
philosophy and religion department distribution of nuclear weapons, but
each took different stands on at a more than normal pace.
nuclear weapons.
He stated a three-point system to
Points of view taken during the understand his proposal. This
debate were not necessarily the view system included the "puffing up" of
paranoid adolescent Soviets, the
of the debaters.
MacLaren opened the debate with "growing up" of these Soviets, and
a view of nuclear weapons. He the "beefing up" of U.S. arms to
stated that he believed there should speed up the process.
"Our best chance of peace is more
be a freeze on nuclear weapons. He
also said Americans should change and better nuclear weapons." said
Miller.
their views on nuclear weapons.
"We must not be ashamed to be
"The MX should be seen not as a
peacemaker, but as a beast of the patriotic." he said.
All three debators attacked each
whore of Babylon." said MacLaren.
Macl.aren also quoted from the other's positions in their rebuttals.
MacLaren stated both Messerich
Declaration of Independence by
stating "all men are guaranteed cer- and Miller were like "two unloved
tain unalienable rights, among drunks, in a basement full of
gasoline, arguing about how many
these: life."
Macl.aren also said nuclear matches they have."
To Miller's statement on
weapons are supposed tp make us
patriotism, he said, "You can't have
feel safe.
liberty without life."
"Do you feel safe?" he asked.
Messerich said MacLaren's views
He cited several examples of
were innocent and compared him to
nuclear accidents which have
a child.
occurred.
He added another point to
He proposed the United States
Miller's system.
reduce its nuclear weapons to five
"Miller gives us puffing up. growsubmarines.
"Nuclear weapons will not reduce ing up and beefing up. which is
followed quickly by throwing up.
the threshold of death." he said.
Messerich said.
Messerich's stand on nuclear
He also said under Miller's plan
weapons was based on balance between the United States and the the Soviets may attack us out of
pure fright.
Soviet Union.
Messerich said Re thought the
United States was not willing to
surrender its arms for peace.
He based his proposal on the need
for a balance between nations to
By Rebecca Bottoms
Staff writer

More days are lost to work from
"low back pain" than from any
other affliction in our country.
Man was made to walk upright,
contrary to almost all of his fourlegged compatriots. But whether
this was a wise decision is
questionable. With man upright all
the stress of the upper half of the
body is positioned on the back
musculature Add to that the spare
gear almost all of us carry around
our midrifts and the poor back is
really in a losing situation.
To make matters even worse,
exercise has become a nasty word in
our society. The back has been
allowed to vegetate in its soft chair
in front of the boob tube, sustained
by beer and chips, while the Bengals
are cheered on to victory.
Until ... it's called on to dig out
the first heavy snowfall of the year
or carry the spring trash up from
the basement. Suddenly it has to act
in full force.

And it can't do it. understandably
enough. It knows how to sit and eat
and even walk a little, but not how
to lift and pull and shove. So the
In Miller's rebuttal, he said his muscles mutiny: they go into spasm
or they are strained -- they are
beefing up was not for use.
"We can have something and not pulled too far.
use it." Miller said.
At this point in time the back can
Miller also attacked MacLaren's be relaxed and restored somewhat
proposal of reducing nuclear by muscle relaxant pills But they
only restore the back to .tsprev10us
weaDons •" zero.
Miller attacked Messerich bv first holding
pattern. _ There
t
calling him "Missile-for-Missile" apprehensively waits for the next
winter snow or trash-carrying
Messerich.
The reduction of nuclear arms episode, when it will again be
would cause an increase of tensions, restressed.
he said.
In between these times it just
In closing. MacLaren belittled
kind of "aches." This ache can be a
Messerich's proposal by saying that signal to all of us civilized (and lazy)
it it were a form of birth control he folk to tone up. Exercise, in the form
would advise you didn't use it.
of calisthenics - stretching and
Messerich said his missile-forstrengthening - is the true name of
missile proposal was working now
the cure for low back pain.
because as far as he knew there had
been no nuclear wars.
And these calisthenics must
He also said balance was the become a necessary part of each
answer to peace, not superiority.
day. or even a twice a day habit, for
Miller said the key to peace was the rest of ono's life. To start
figuring out the psychology of the stretching them before the back
Soviets, then making a change.
even demands it. before that first

April 15 deadline for aid
April 15 is the "priority deadline"
for students at the university to file
for financial aid for the coming year.
According to Susan Luhman.
coordinator of grants
and
communications in the Financial
Aid office, this means that after this
date the office will look at every
student who has his folder complete
and begin making awards at that
time.

DSA Auto Clean-Up

Last year university students
missed a chance at more than
$330,000 in State Student Incentive
Grants because they missed the
April priority deadline, according to
Herb Vescio, director of the Financial Aid office.
This, year the university will
distribute more than S15 million in
financial aid to students.
For more information about
financial aid available contact the
Financial Aid office at 622-2361.

Catfish Dinner
Tuesday thru Thursday only $5.50
Includes French Fries, Cole Slaw
And Our Delicious Relish Plate

And at day's end relax for five to
10 minutes in this position, with the
legs elevated, for instance on a
chair, while the trunk lies on the
floor.
But the real clue is stretching. All
these other things are just "helps."
So each morning roll out of bed and
do a few hurdler's stretches, sit-ups.
leg raisers, and windmills.
It only takes about 15 to 20
minutes at each end of the day, done
at home. All of us waste at least
that amount of time doing nothing.
Most of us become upset when
there's no fast cure for the strained
o- i-hing low back. But back
comfort seems to have been one of
the things we forfeited when we
industrialized.
Thus it's really up to each individual
to work on restoring back mobility
and flexibility each and every day
through exercises. So when called on
to perform, the back comes through
smelling like a rose - without spasm
or strain.

The biggest
sale of the year
is on now.

Coxne.tt'i <^Rc\tauxant
6 Ml SC OF WINCMFSTE*VI Ml NO OF BOONESBOOO |
STATE PARK
IN ROu'E b?'

Little tricks in everyday affairs
can help make life easier for the
back. This means wearing flat
shoes, not high heels. And when
standing, shift positions a lot.
Standing still is harder on the back
than is walking, so move.
But when forced to be still, stand
with one foot on a stool or chair
rung, so one leg is higher than the
other. Sit this way too. so both
knees are bent and preferably on a
footstool or chair rung, so at least
than ^ hj
^
«
Qn
(
firm
mmm£ j^. 0r. if unaffordable.
jleep on the floor. The two best
"back" positions to sleep in are
oiled into a ball (fetal position), on
one's side or on one's back with legs
>n a pillow.

Repair

320 North St. 624-9715

Seafood ^ZrZSS SUaki.

episode of "low back pain", is the
smartest move.
Strengthening the abdominal
muscles through sit-ups and leg
raisers helps take more of the stress
off the back. This way the front part
of the torso is taking some
responsibility for the upper half of
the body too. Removing excess
weight, so it doesn't have to be
carted around, is only common
courtesy to the back muscles.

10% EKU Student Discount
Oil Change: Filter. 5 Ots. of Oil and
Grease Job All For $$.$$

'Don't miss these terrific
lawn mower values."

Full Line Of Tires and Batteries
Ridgestone. Summit. Remington
Monroe Shocks

(606)527-9921

MAR-TAN OPTICAL
Financing Available
We accept Visa & Master Charge

Beautiful draperies
made to order.
You can ha^e the beautiful, decorator planned windows
you've always wanted — without moving into the poor
house Our decorator will come to your borne, take
rrk-asuie-nents and help you to choose Irom our many
fine dr.ipery fabrics All draperies are made to order by
our professional staff. Let us show you how inexpensive
i' ran be

Hulls Upholstery & Drapery
#9 Southern Hills Plaza
f MM— TO

At Home

6241899

The Torn Open Sale is on now.
\\&1 k off with savings on a Tbro Mower.
Hurry in. \bu won't want to miss the biggest Toro sale of the year.

TORb^,
S.
BENTTREE

ENERGY COMPANY, INC.
■*>-■-...

BOB Geri Lane

U.S. 25 North. B.r.o

986-1148
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Senate seeks
bill requesting
crossing guard

Panel
to meet
April 18
By Don Lowe
Managing editor
The first stop of the Legislative
Research Commission (LRC) Interim Joint Committee on Education will be at the university on
April 18.
The committee, made up of nine
state senators and 21 representatives, will hold forums on education in five eastern Kentucky cities
over the two-day period of April 18
and 19.
At 8:30 am. April 18. the committee will meet in Rooms A and B of
the Carl D. Perkins BuildingAccording to a LRC staff
member, the forums are being conducted in order to "hear from the
public."
"They will enable us to hear what
they want, what they expect for
educatioru4n Kentucky." said the
staff member.
The committee is co-chaired by
Sen. Nelson Allen, a Democrat from
Ashland, and Rep. Roger Noe. a
Democrat from Harlan.
In a press release concerning the
forums. Noe said. "We need to get
out of the marble halls, get out to
the schools and talk to the people
about what their concerns are. what
their goals are. what their visions
tnighl be in terms of where we can
be in education in Kentucky."
Noe will be presiding over the
forum held at the university.
The LRC staff member, who
preferred not to be identified, added that the committee has done just
what Noe proposed it do.
"We have heard from several
groups of people during the first
round of forums which were held in
central Kentucky," she said. "The
attendance varies.
"We had 75 in one of the smaller
towns and over 225 in Louisville."
According to the staff member,
higher education has not been the
focu of the forums.
"In the first groups we didn't hear
u lot about it." she said. "'But I'm
sure that since we are going to be
at a university that we will be hearing a lot more."
University President Dr. M. Hanly Funderburk said. "We hope we
will have good representation.
"Everyone from kindergarten
through graduate school who has an
interest in the Kentucky educational systems should be there and
be involved."
The forum is open to the public.
Persons interested in speaking
during die forum are being asked to
sign up at the registration booth
which will be located in the lobby of
the Perkins Building.
The committee's other stops will
include Morehead and Prestonsburg
on April 18 and Hazard and Harlan
on April 19.
The first group of forums was
held on March 5.
A third series of torums is being
planned for the western part of the
state next month.
According to the staff member,
when the forums have been completed the information gathered will
ue iaxen into consideration when
the committee begins to draft a
legislative educational package
toward the end of the summer.

Kearns tried to table the bill
By Term Hill
because he said specifically staling
New. editor
sexual orientation was unnecessary
Student Senate paaaed a bill Tuesbecause that is covered under nonday asking for a crossing guard on
discrimination on the basis of sex.
Lancaster Avenue across from the
Kearns' motion to table was rulLancaster parking lot.
ed out of order by senate president
Ken Kearns. author of the bill,
Tim Cowhig.
called the situation a "dear and preWest'skid he was told 1/ univerjent danger to human life," and said
sity administrators that the univerthe measure would call attention to
sity did not discriminate on the
the problem.
basis of sexual orientation at the
"I think Ken is right. The big ob
present time.
jective of the bill is to call attention
"I'm not insinuating they have
to the problem, not a long term solu(discriminated! or that they will. I
tion." said Sen. Robert McCool.
just want to put it into writing," he
"It is obvious if left alone, the
said.
state and the city governments
West said sexual orientation is
aren't going to do a thing." he said.
defined under the law as "male or
Kearns said it was within the
female homosexuality, heterosex
university's rights to control traffic
uality or bisexuality by orientation
with a traffic crossing guard.
University maintenance workers Thomas G'-v don. left. P .
ind I ither La
■• id shrubs this past
or practice between consenting
He said the Division of Public
also supposed to prevent
week behind Todd Hall to prevent people from cutting a< 'oss th.- field The shrubs
adults."
Safety currently provides a crossing
The senate voted to consider the
the grass from washing away.
guard on Lancaster Avenue for
hill for passage next week with throe
Model Laboratory School.
abstentions.
The bill only asks for a crossing
The senate also passed two bills
guard during "high vehicular traffic
asking for one-hour classes to be
periods of the morning and
established in career development
afternoon."
and co-operative education.
Kearns said he hoped the bill
The bills ask the Division of
Alcohol on campus was also can take care of all of Eastern's would go into effect immediately
By Teresa Hill
Career Development and Placement
apathy." said Kearns.
After an attempt to table another
discussed.
to create a course for academic
News editor
bill asking the university make ad"I don t think we should ever
credit to "assist students and alumBoth said they had planned a very ditions to its non-discrimination
Seven students showed up Tuesserve alcohol on campus." said thorough senator workshop for the policy, the senate voted to place the
ni who are seeking employment
day night for a forum with canLambers.
andVor defining career objectives."
beginning of next fall to help bill on its agenda next week.
didates for president and vice presi"(Students over 21 having) motivate the new senators.
The course would be recommend
The
bill
asks
the
university
to
dent of Student Senate.
alcohol in the rooms depends on a
ed for juniors and seniors only.
They said they plan to work on state that it will not discriminate
The forum was supposed to be a
number of things - finding one bot- leadership skills, planning and against individuals on the basis of
The other course would be
debate, but only two people are runtle of wine in a room or finding 20 organization.
developed by the Divison of
ethnic, religious, political or sexual
ning for the two positions.
people and lots of beer in a room is
Cooperative Education and would
Lambers said she planned to sit orientation,
"We couldn't have a debate, so we a lot different story." she said.
assist students entering the co-op
down with each senator personally
The university s current policy
decided to have a forum." said Greg
program.
Kearns said 85 percent of the and discuss whv he or she decided says the university is an hqual
Next week the senate will conKarris, elections chairman.
students living on campus were to run for senate and what he or she Opportunity-Affirmative Action
sider a bill asking the Division of
employer and does not discriminate
The candidates, Ken Kearns and
under 21. which made it difficult to hoped to do there.
Academic Computing Services to inon the basis of age. color, religion,
Donna Lambers. fielded a variety of
allow alcohol on campus.
Lambers said the greatest skill sex. handicap or national origir
crease its publicity efforts to makequestions from the audience from
she would bring into the job would
Another student asked Kearns
students more aware of microcomIn the bill, the author. Thomas
co-ed housing to problems of
what he would like to do for "Joe be her ability to motivate others. West, stated a more "comprehenputer services that are available to
apathy, in the 20 minute forum.
Avera«e Student."
students.
Kearns said the most valuable sive policy would serve in the followKearns was asked if he would
The senate also passed a propos
asset he could bring to the job ing capacities: 1. To protect the
"I've
been
representing
'Joe
work to establish co-ed housing at
ed budget of $16,450 for the next
Average Student' for so long I would be his "experience and rights of all students, faculty and
the university.
academic year.
almost feel like I am 'Joe Average knowledge of how the university staff: 2. To establish an open door
He said two surveys in the
The budget includes $6,700 for a
Student." said Kearns. who began works.'
hiring policy; 3. To protect and deresidence halls on co-ed housing had
full-time secretary, $2,850 for
fend the rights of minorities to
representing students as a freshman
"I
can
lead
people
in
the
direcshowed a majority of the students
telephone bills. $1,500 for a ban
on Keene Hall Council.
tions to get their problems solved." establish campus organizations; and
surveyed did not favor co-ed
quet. $1,150 for travel, office sup4.To
aid
in
the
recruitment
of
Many questions concerned stu- he said.
housing.
plies and membership dues in other
minority students and faculty.
dent apathy.
Senate
elections
will
be
from
10
But he said if the students were
organizations.
All
discussion
on
the
bill
centered
"Unfortunately, there is apathy in a.m. to 6 p.m. April 16 in the lobby
actually in favor of it. he would work
The budget also includes $2.125
around the sexual orientation
the whole world and 1 don't think I of the Powell Building.
for it.
.
,
. „
for auxilary programs of the senate
clause.
including University Pals, the Mentor program and the Kentucky Intercollegiate State Legislature.
Kevin Miller, chairman of the
finance committee, said the senate
plan was passing a "bare bones
budget."
The Institutional 1'lanning
By Teresa Hill
The legislature sets a limit on a professional people on campus in
He said they planned to negotiate
Committee reviews plans proposed
both
academic
areas
and
News editor
pool of funds for salary increases,
for more money for next year
administration
who
are
good
money
by
all
areas
of
the
university
and
Planning a personal budget can
not a limit on what individuals can
because of increased travel and
managers.
take days of adjusting and
makes reccommendations to the receive.
telephone expenses.
"They know how to get a dollars
compromising.
So this year the university may
president who takes them to t heIn his executive report Cowhig
worth
of
value
out
of
every
dollar
Planning the $72,444,885 budget
only
spend
3
percent
more
on
total
Board of Regents.
said the library had appropriated
"Often
it
takes
a
lot
of
for the university is a process of
This spring, the committee salaries than it did last year, but
money for extended library hours to
perseverance, imagination and hard
adjustments and compromises that
completed a five-year plan which individual raises were decided on by
24 hours during finals and mid-term
work
to
make
it
through
on
your
never ends.
contains long-range planning goals department chairs.
weeks. A senate bill asked for this
budget for another cycle, while
Almost as soon as the Division of
Once budget reccommendations
for the university for 1985-86
extension last fall.
hoping
we
can
do
a
little
better
for
Budgeting and Planning finishes
are
completed
by
department
through 1989-90.
He said the money came from inthe next one."
presenting reccommendations for
The actual burl^eting process chairs, they are passed on through
ternal funds within the library.
the 1985-86 budget to the Board of
begins with the vice presidents the vice presidents to the president,
Regents on April 13. it will begin
working with the department chairs who presents them to the Board of
working on the budget for the
to develop a budget of the "fixed Regents for final approval.
following school year.
The board will vote on the
and unavoidable budget increase for
Budgeting
and
planning,
operating costs."
proposed budget on April 13.
according to to director Jim Clark,
Clark said many people at the
But Clark said when the
is an on-going process.
legislature sets a 3-percent cap on university have learned to make the
He said preparation for the salary increases, that can be
most of all the money they receive.
budget about to be presented began deceptive.
"(Wei have a great number of
this summer with the university's
integrated planning system.
'"This process gives us a chance to
assess the needs of everybody.
"It is a good communication tool
also, because people in their own
area know what their needs are, but
they're not always sure what's
going on in other areas." he said.

Collision course

Attendance at forum slim

Budget planning begins in advance
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of goals
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Board studies structure
By DOB Lowe
Managing editor
The university Board of Regents
is currently considering the formation of a new committee system.
The system, according to Board of
Regents Chairman Henry D. Stratum, will enable the board to "have
a working knowledge of the campus
activities."
Stratum said the new committee
system would add additional
committees.
Currently, the board has three
commit tees: budget committee, student disciplinary committee and
audit committee.
Stratton said expunding the
system to include other areas such
as athletics and academic affairs
would give the board an expertise
about the operation of the
university.
"They (the regents on the respective committees) can work together
to gain the information we need." he
said. "Therefore, we won't have to
wail and take the time to educate
everyone separately.
"Every one of the regents should
have some knowledge of all the
areas but with a committee system
that will allow certain members to
gain expertise and then advise the

board on matters in that area is a
more feasible way of handling the
situation."
Faculty Regent Bonnie Gray, professor of philosophy and religion.
said the system has received
favorable response from the regents.
She also said the board votes on
a magnitude of issues.
"It is very difficult for one person
to be well informed on all the different issues," she said. "This
system would allow the regents to
be better prepared to vote."
One other area Gray hopes to
have discussed at the next meeting
is recomendations for future
presidential search committees and
presidential searches.
Gray has written, upon the request of Stratton. several recommendations to be used as guidelines
for future searches.
"I Ve put together a framework of
the most important aspects," she
said. "I'm trying to take advantage
of the things we learned this time
before we forget them.
"At the same time, I am trying
not to be too specific because each
search will have different factors
that would influence specific things
such as a set timetable."
Some of the key points included

in Gray's report are the composition
of the search committee, the com
position of the advisory committee
and the formation of a series of
forums to be held with the finalists.
"The search committee should be
composed of the chairman, vicechairman, the student regent, the
faculty regent and two other
regents who would be selected by
the chairman." she said. "I think
that both groups (faculty and
students) have a vested interest.
"The faculty are the university
and the students are the
beneficiaries of the university.
"If we do not have participation
from these groups, then we are less
likely to have their cooperation."
The advisory committee would be
composed of representatives from
the alumni, faculty-staff and
students.
In the recent presidential
selection each group had a separate
advisory committee,
"This would eliminate in-house
competition to pick the president,"
said Gray.
Gray also recommends that each
of the finalists chosen should participate in an open forum in which
anyone could come and ask
questions.

Merit pay reaction mixed
(Continued from Page One)
away from another.
For this reason he said he made
a recommendation to the Faculty
Senate to create a special pool of
money to be used in case where
salaries are not in line.
"If the university could keep back
a little money, maybe only twotenths of one percent, from
everyone's salary, this would give a
large enough pool of money.
"We could draw from this pool for
raises when someone earned one.
We could keep up salary raises and
not hurt others' merit raises."
Kleine said there were people in
his department of the same rank
and amount of service, but their
amounts of pay differed noticeably.
He said he would hope to use
money from that special pool to
relieve this problem and still have
money to award merit pay.
Jones decision was also based on
several factors.
"Our faculty members are asked
to submit a progress report every
year.
"This progress report is evidence

of quality of teaching," he said.
He said last month he was going
to "look for those who have worked
beyond just going to class and
lecturing.
"For me the teacher who works 60
hours a week should earn more than
one who works 40 hours."
Jones said he looked at IDEA
responses, student evaluations,
syllabuses, comments students had
made and personal observation.
In the area of service, he said he
looked at service to the university,
community and department.
"This is in line with graduate
student advising, supervising thesis
and research and writing grants for
research funds." he said.
"We also look at awards and
honors teachers receive. This
reflects on the quality of their
teaching.
"We look at the committees they
work on and research they do." he
said.
Jones said not everyone in his
department
received
merit
increases.
"Merit isn't for everyone. Some

people do more than 1.5 percent so
some don't get 1.5 percent," he said.
Jones said he didn't find the
procedure too difficult.
"In any type of procedure some
will come to the top and stand out.
"In a class a top contender knows
he stands out."
Ann Stebbins. chairman of
the social science department, said
last month she wasn't sure how she
was going to handle the merit
situation.
She said she had asked her faculty
to submit their opinions on merit
pay to her in writing.
"They decided to be evaluated the
same way they are evaluated for
promotion and tenure." she said.
"They wanted to participate in
the merit pay raises."
Stebbins said the faculty
members were evaluated on the
basis of teaching, research and
service to the university.
She said she didn't feel it was
appropriate to discuss the levels of
merit increases and across-theboard increases.

•••••••••••••••••••••••*******

(Continued from Page One)
academic potential, select and train
teachers to be able to provide just
such an environment, recognbe that the responsibilities for higher
education are shared among state
and federal governments and the
students who pay tuition, and not
underestimate private funds as a
source to supplement the movetoward quality education.
What can the individual student
and professor do to improve the
quality of secondary education?
It is my firm belief that it is not
only students or faculty who must
seek to improve the quality of
higher education but that the public
and the parents, in particular, must
More
Progress photo/Rex Boggs
instill in children the value of education from an early age and help
Cordell Gevedon. a university grounds worker from Berea. received the those who are capable to prepare for
privilege of mowing the grass at Turkey Hughes Field earlier this week.
a future in higher education.
It is critical that we begin to
distinguish between the real and
perceived issues at hand and the
degree of severity of our problems.
It is time for us to consider some,
(Continued from Page One)
Kearns presented a bill to the Stu- perhaps radical changes that can
to study the possibility of a
dent Senate asking the Division of improve the efficiency of the higher
pedestrian overpass has been made
Public Safety to place a crossing education system so that it can also
of the engineering office of KDH.
guard at the intersection.
serve well as the impetus for pro" I need to correspond with the inThe bill was passed but no further moting economic development.
dividual yet another time on the
action has been taken on the
The changing tide and major conmatter." he said. "At this point, it
request.
cern for economic development and
is still too early to tell.
resultant comThe entire university Board of the state's
Funderburk said the recommendation of allowing only right turns Regents will be briefed on the situa- petitiveness are necessary considerations for dealing with not ontion at its meeting on April 13.
will probably be followed but no ofHowever, the final decision rests ly economic but basic academic
ficial decision has been made. -»
"I only wish we could do more." in the hands of Whitlock. who is issues.
For example, what types of prohe said. "It may involve going over ultimately in charge of the operaor i.nder the road and that would in- tions of the Division of Public Safe- grams are likely to help Kentucky
volve a large amount of money.
ty, and Sexton, who oversees the move closer to a competitive edge in
recruiting and retaining business
"In that case, we would need to physical plant, and no approval by
the board is necessary to take action and industry: which occupational
find the funding for the project."
programs should Kentucky offer;
On April 9. Student Senator Ken on the matter.
how much emphasis should our
universities place on research; how
can we best assess and retain quality students in all our higher education programs?
contributed
S3.400
to
establish
a
. The university has established a
Finding the solutions to these and
Charles C. and Betty C. Comb memorial scholarship fund. Income other problems is a highlv complex
from
the
endowment
will
provide
a
Memorial Endowed Scholarship.
matter.
Dr. Jack Gibson, director of $ 1,000 scholarship each year to an
Questions such as these have led
outstanding
junior
or
senior
student
Development, said the university
me to ask the Council on Higher
has received a $14,600 gift from from Kentucky majoring in
Education to design a strategic plan
agriculture.
Charles C. Combs, Jr. of San Diego.
for higher education which deals
The
additional
$3,000
will
go
into
Calif., Craig C. Combs of Lexington
and Clark C. Combs of Richmond to the Earle Combs Scholarship Fund with the substantive issues.
It is my desire to see a higher
for deserving student athletes.
honor the memory of their parents.
Charles Combs was a Madison education plan that considers not
Charles and Betty Combs, and their
County farmer who served on the only its own generic issues but also
lat grandfather. Earle B. Combs.
Board of Regents form 1975 to deals with cooperative support for
Gibson said various donors had
1983.
public schools.

Crosswalk rejected

Combs scholarships endowed
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MISS APRIL

% THE FOURTH ANNUAL \
\ SPRING FASHION SHOW \
FASHIONS BY:
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in my faster.

"The College Shop"

* Featuring Models & Classmates Of The Month... From
• THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY*
• THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE*
• OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY*
• EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY*

-hy Bcif
Fivonu TV Show..

*

*

* « ALSO FEATURING THE HOTTESTSWIMSUITS FOR 1985! * *

******************************J
*

*
This Saturday, April 13, 1985, At 9:30 p.m.!
*
J| The Fashion Show..The Action..The Event Of The Year! J

■J Be There! - J. SUITER'S MILL - Don't Miss It! J
X (We Suggest You Come Early With Friends & Enjoy The J
Beverage Specials. A Full-House Capacity Is Expected For S¥ This Event. Enjoy The Fun, Because This "Fashion Derby" J
£ Is Surely Number 1!)
J
4K

Fivontt Song: _

*
*

*
* ***************************** *

*

*

*
*

Photos By:
REX BOGGS
Official Classmate Photographer
Eastern Kentucky University
Sunny is a Freshman majoring in Broadcasting. She is modeling a swimsuit by OCEAN PACIFIC
(Promotional Considerations By: WENDY'S. BLUE-GRASS COCA-COLA. LONG JOHN SILVERS.
J. SUITER'S MILL. MR. GATTI S. CREATIVE ARTS by SHEKRJ. MADISON FLOWER SHOP.
RICHMOND BANK. C & H RAUCH JEWELERS. WESTERN STEER & THE COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY.)

*wfm

interviews MISS APRIL today at 8:55 a.m. and 2:55 p.m.

Applications for CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH are available at Studio 27.
OCEAN PACIFIC* is a registered trademark.
Sponsored By:
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RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

"The College Shop'

* A jfcruDio2-7 CLASSMATE U.S.A. PRODUCTION *
Classmate U S A,. International Headquarters
4.Vi Eastern By-Pass
Richmond. KY
1606024-2721
*.
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